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A feature-based ﬁtness function is applied in a genetic programming system to synthesize
stochastic gene regulatory network models whose behaviour is deﬁned by a time course of
protein expression levels. Typically, when targeting time series data, the ﬁtness function
is based on a sum-of-errors involving the values of the ﬂuctuating signal. While this ap-
proach is successful in many instances, its performance can deteriorate in the presence of
noise. This thesis explores a ﬁtness measure determined from a set of statistical features
characterizing the time series’ sequence of values, rather than the actual values themselves.
Through a series of experiments involving symbolic regression with added noise and gene
regulatory network models based on the stochastic -calculus, it is shown to successfully
target oscillating and non-oscillating signals. This practical and versatile ﬁtness function
offers an alternate approach, worthy of consideration for use in algorithms that evaluate
noisy or stochastic behaviour.Acknowledgments
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Introduction
Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) are complex biological systems governing gene expres-
sion which serve to control important cellular processes. Considerable research efforts
have been put forth in recent years to model and learn the dynamic behaviour of these net-
works. The ability to automatically construct GRN models provides biologists with a tool
for discovery and insight.
Stochasticity has been recognized as an inﬂuential element in these systems due to the
small number of molecules involved. A stochastic model based on gene gates which repre-
sent biological interactions as expressed by the stochastic -calculus has been developed.
The modularity of this model points to genetic programming (GP) as a favourable algo-
rithm for model inference. However, effective evaluation of candidate GP programs can
be hindered by the stochastic element present in the model. The standard approach, which
is based on a sum-of-errors between the target behaviour and actual time course values of
the candidate expression, can suffer in performance due to the presence of noise. There
is a need to develop effective methods to measure ﬁtness when dealing with noisy and
stochastic behaviour.
This thesis explores an alternate ﬁtness function which is based on characterizing GRN
behaviour by a set of statistical features. The use of features is a practical approach which
can be easily tailored to suit a variety of behaviours. For each problem at hand, a subset
of features is chosen from a larger, comprehensive set of time series features, and incor-
porated into a ﬁtness function which determines a sum-of-errors between the subset and
corresponding targeted feature values to evaluate a candidate expression’s behaviour.
Through a series of experiments involving symbolic regression and gene gate models
with varying complexity, the effectiveness and versatility of this feature-based ﬁtness func-
tion is demonstrated by considering both oscillating and non-oscillating systems. In light
of the positive results obtained in these experiments, it is suggested that the feature-based
1ﬁtness function is worthy of consideration for use in algorithms which deal with noisy or
stochastic behaviours.
Subsequent sections are laid out as follows. Background information regarding genetic
programming, gene regulatory network models and the particular gene gate model inferred
in this study is found in Chapter 2. Following this is a review of related work (Chapter
3), and then in context of this review, the problem tackled in this thesis is presented in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides details on the feature-based ﬁtness function, followed by 2
sectionswhichdocumenttheseriesofGPexperimentswhichwereconductedtoexplorethe
effectiveness of the ﬁtness function. Chapter 6 covers the symbolic regression experiments,
while Chapter 7 presents those inferring the gene gate models. Following this is a section
discussing the combined results from all of the experiments (Chapter 8), and Chapter 9
states the conclusions and suggests further work.
It should be noted that a portion of the following work was previously documented in a
paper prepared for GECCO 2008 [28].
2Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Genetic Programming
Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary computational algorithm which offers a
framework to automatically synthesize programs aimed to produce a targeted behaviour
[35] [50]. Programs are expressed in the form of trees, constructed from a set of speciﬁed
building blocks consisting of functions and terminals.
2.1.1 Context within Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine Learning
GP is a subset of Machine Learning, which is in turn a subset of Artiﬁcial Intelligence.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence is a broad ﬁeld which addresses “the mechanisms underlying thought
and intelligent behavior and their embodiment in machines” [1]. Among the many topics
associated with Artiﬁcial Intelligence is Machine Learning which deals with systems that
improve their performance by learning through experience. Within Machine Learning is
the ﬁeld of evolutionary computation, a set of biologically-inspired stochastic algorithms,
which tackle search and combinatorial optimization problems. GP is one such algorithm.
Genetic Programing is capable of building programs of variable length and structure.
Its tree construct allows for nesting of modular components, and readily accommodates
typing constraints or adherence to a grammar. Since the algorithm involves a random el-
ement, solutions generated by a run are not guaranteed to be optimal. However, this may
be regarded as a positive feature when dealing with real world problems in that it can be
used as a tool for discovery of relevant relationships or conﬁgurations, not always evident
through observation.
32.1.2 GP Algorithm
In the GP algorithm (Figure 2.1), a population of programs is maintained. Each program,
which is also referred to as an individual, expression or candidate solution, is represented
by a tree. The tree consists of internal nodes selected from a set of basic functions and leaf
nodes selected from a set of terminals. Genetic operators such as crossover and mutation
are applied to selected individuals from the population of trees, creating offspring which
vary from their parents to make up the next generation. Since selection favours those
which score better ﬁtness values, the population progressively evolves through a series of
generations to more closely behave like the target. The GP algorithm eventually converges
such that individuals in subsequent generations do not register any improvements in per-
formance. The algorithm is considered stochastic in that the operators (crossover, mutation
and selection) and population initialization contain steps in which direction is chosen with
a probability.
Figure 2.1: GP Algorithm
42.1.3 GP System Design
There are several elements of a GP system which must be tailored to suit the problem at
hand.
Program Representation
The function and terminal sets deﬁne the building blocks of the expression and provide
guidance on how they are to be pieced together in the program tree. The sets considered
in this thesis were either single or strongly typed. Single type sets involve functions whose
arguments and results have the same type. Strongly typed sets contain functions with argu-
ments and result values with a mixture of types, and tree construction is constrained such
that they correctly match the types.
All functions must ensure closure, meaning that a result must be able to be calculated
for every possible input. Functions are deemed “protected” if some provisions have been
incorporated to ensure closure. For instance, division often needs to be protected to avoid
divide by zero errors.
Target Behaviour
The behaviour which is being targeted and searched for needs to identiifed.
Fitness Function
The ﬁtness function quantiﬁes how well the expression performs in meeting the target be-
haviour.
2.1.4 GP Parameters and Settings
In addition to these design elements of the GP, there are several parameters and settings to
consider. In this section, parameters as applied to the GP runs contained in this thesis are
described. More detailed explanations of these parameters are provided in [35] and [50].
Population Size
The population size refers to the constant number of candidate solutions in the population
which is maintained from generation to generation.
5Maximum Number of Generations
This parameter is one way in which termination of the algorithm is speciﬁed. In this thesis,
all GP runs started from generation 0 (the initial population) and continued up until the
maximum number of generations was reached.
Probability of Crossover
This is the probability that a selected individual will be subject to crossover. During
crossover, a randomly selected node (and its subtree of which it is the root) from one
parent is swapped with a randomly selected node (and its subtree) from a second parent.
Crossover must respect tree depth restrictions and type compatibility.
Probability of Standard Mutation
This is the probability that an individual in the population will be subject to standard mu-
tation, in which a randomly selected node (and its subtree) is replaced with a randomly
constructed branch. This branch must be no longer than the maximum regenerative depth
and type compatible.
Probability of Shrink Mutation
This the probability that an individual in the population will be subject to shrink mutation,
in which a randomly selected node is replaced by one of its child nodes of compatible type.
Probability of Reproduction
This is the probability that a selected individual will be carried over to the next generation
untouched.
Elitism
Elitism is when the individuals scoring the best ﬁtness are carried over to the next genera-
tion.
Selection
Selection is the operator which selects individuals for reproduction or crossover. Common
approaches for selection are roulette wheel and tournament selection. In this thesis, tourna-
ment selection is used in which n individuals are chosen randomly from the population and
6from this sub-group, the individual with the best ﬁtness is selected. n is referred to as the
tournament size. Tournament selection is an effective and efﬁcient rank-based approach.
Initial Population
This parameter describes how the population is initialized for generation 0. Popular ap-
proaches are full, grow and ramped half and half. The full method randomly generates
initial trees in which the depth of all leaf nodes is equal to the maximum depth. The grow
method randomly generates initial trees which meet the initial tree depth restrictions, pro-
ducing a population composed of trees with variable depth. The ramped half and half
method combines the full and grow approaches. Here, the initial population is composed
of trees with depths ranging from the minimum to the maximum initial depths in equal
proportion. For each of these depths, half of the trees are full and half are generated using
the grow method. In this report, both grow and ramped half and half approaches are used,
depending on the experiment.
Minimum Initial Tree Depth
This parameter refers to the minimum tree depth permitted in the initial population.
Maximum Initial Tree Depth
This parameter refers to the maximum tree depth permitted in the initial population.
Maximum Tree Depth
This parameter restricts the maximum tree depth of any individual throughout the entire
GP run.
Probability that Crossover Point is a Branch
This parameter is used during the crossover operation. It prescribes the probability that the
randomly selected node is an internal node as opposed to a leaf node.
Maximum Regenerative Depth for Mutation
The maximum regenerative depth for mutation is the maximum depth of a subtree that can
replace the selected node in standard mutation.
7Maximum Number of Retries
During a GP run, several attempts may be necessary to successfully perform a genetic
operation in the presence of restrictions such as maximum tree depths. This parameter
limits the number of times that a genetic operation can be attempted. It serves to increase
the success rate of genetic operations, while avoiding inﬁnite loops.
2.2 Gene Regulatory Networks
Gene regulatory networks describe cellular interactions involving DNA, RNA transcription
and protein synthesis. Currently, modelling and learning these networks is a large area of
study. Two recent surveys describing ways in which bionetworks, including gene networks,
are modelled have been provided by Tkaˇ cik & Bialek [63], and Fisher & Henzinger [19].
Several of the approaches outlined in these reviews include:
 Reaction Rate Equations
Linear or nonlinear differential equations model reactions between biomolecules
(e.g. proteins, genes) in the system and the rates at which these reactions occur. This
model is deterministic. The S-system model ﬁts into this category. Stochasticity can
be introduced through the use of stochastic differential equations.
 Boolean Networks
In this deterministic model, nodes represent biomolecules which are either active
(“1”) or inactive (“0”). As the model is executed, the subsequent state of a node is
determined by the current state of the connecting nodes. Probabilistic versions of this
model exist.
 Bayesian Networks
This model is a directed, acyclic graph where nodes represent biological variables of
interest and edges signify dependencies which are quantiﬁed by tables of conditional
probabilities associated with each node. There are dynamic versions of this model.
 Petri Nets
Petri nets are graphs with two types of nodes representing places (biomolecules) and
transitions (events) connected together by edges. Tokens (representing a signal or
quantity) can move concurrently along edges from place to place. There are stochas-
tic versions of Petri nets.
8 Process Calculi
Processes associated with biomolecules are elements in this model. Execution of the
model produces a sequence of events. During events, processes communicate which
corresponds to an interaction between the molecules. This non-deterministic model
becomes stochastic with the addition of reaction rates.
The gene regulatory network model focused on in this thesis is an abstract model com-
posed of modular gene gates based on a stochastic process calculus. This model is further
described in the following section.
2.3 Stochastic Gene Gate Model
The gene regulatory network model targeted in this research is based on recent work by
Blossey, Cardelli & Phillips [7]. They have developed a modular approach built upon
elements called “gene gates”. This model can be described as:
 Stochastic
Recognizing that the presence of noise and stochasticity are essential in gene net-
works, the gates are composed of stochastic -calculus expressions.
 Abstract
Intermediary biological steps are omitted.
 Modular
Biological detail can be added to the deﬁnition of the gate without changing the
topology of the network.
 Computational
This is an executable model as opposed to a mathematical one. Upon execution, this
model yields a sequence of events with causal relationships [19].
 Dynamic
Execution of this model results in a time course of gene expression levels.
Gene gates model the basic regulatory mechanism which involves the production of
proteins (translation) from DNA through the production of RNA (transcription). In this
model, transcription and translation are considered a single action. Further interactions and
actions incorporated in the model include repression, activation, degradation and stochastic
delay [10][42].
9In a subsequent publication, Blossey et al. expanded their model to include more bi-
ological detail such as repressor dimerization and tetramerization. As well, transcription
and translation were treated as separate operations [8]. Note that these enhancements were
not included in the model used in this study.
2.3.1 The Stochastic -calculus
The underlying language of the gene gate model is the stochastic -calculus. The -
calculus is a process algebra capable of modelling concurrent systems in a compact manner.
Since it is deﬁned by a formal language, -calculus constructs can be pieced together in
the form of a program.
Basic elements of the -calculus are communication channels (receiving (?) and send-
ing (!)). A matching set of complementary channels allows processes to interact and com-
municate. Once an interaction takes place, the process changes to its next state which is
speciﬁed after the dot, “.”. In the gene gate model, these interactions are simple in that they
serve as signals, without any exchange of data. Processes can be executed in parallel (j) or
be subject to choice (+) among alternate processes.
The stochastic element in the stochastic -calculus is achieved through the inclusion
of rates, which enable the channels to be quantiﬁed. In the gene gate model, rates are
expressed as communication rates for each channel and as stochastic delays (). Higher
rates lead to shorter delays on average. Once a stochastic -calculus program is formed, it
can undergo a probabilistic simulation based on the Gillespie algorithm, producing a time
series measuring the dynamic quantity of a channel over time.
2.3.2 Gene Gates and Other Network Elements
Gene gates are modular constructs which when combined in parallel create the gene reg-
ulatory network model. Depending on their complexity, they can be parameterized by
elements such as interaction sites, rates and transcription factors. A description of the gates
and other network elements used in the GP experiments are provided below. The schematic
diagrams for the gates and networks were taken from [7], and they follow the notation de-
scribed in Figure 2.2 [10].
Transcription Factor, tr(b)
A transcription factor is a protein that can regulate (inhibit or stimulate) transcription (RNA
synthesis). This particular network element offers two possible behaviours: It either (a)
10Figure 2.2: Notation for Gene Gate and Network Diagrams
produces a protein that binds to a receiving site ?b, or (b) degrades (“0”) following a
stochastic delay, . If the protein binds to a site, it returns to its initial state, tr(b), and
is available for a subsequent interaction. According to process algebra, once one of these
behaviours is realized, the other option is discarded.
tr(b) = !b:tr(b) (a)
+ :0 (b)
where  is the degradation rate
Repressible Transcription Factor, rtr(b;r)
This network element provides a transcription factor b, that can be repressed through site r.
This element offers three possible behaviours: It either (a) produces a protein that can bind
to a receiving site ?b, or (b) be repressed by binding to a receiving site ?r, or (c) degrades
(“0”) following a stochastic delay, . If the protein binds to a site, it subsequently returns
to its initial state, rtr(b;r). However, if the behaviour executed is repression, the element
subsequently degrades.
rtr(b;r) = !b:rtr(b;r) (a)
+ !r:0 (b)
+ :0 (c)
where  is the degradation rate
11Repressor, rep(r)
This element offers continuous quantities of repressor receiving site r, which if bound to,
prevents production of the repressible transcription factor, rtr(b;r).
rep(r) = ?r:rep(r)
Simple Negative Regulation, Neg Gate
TheNeggate, neg(a;b), producesnegativeregulationsuchthatinthepresenceoftranscrip-
tion factor a, the production of gene product b is inhibited (Figure 2.3). This gate offers two
possible behaviours: It either (a) has a transcription factor bind to its promoter site a which
effectively inhibits transcription, or (b) provides transcription, producing factor tr(b). If
the gate is inhibited, it returns to its initial state, neg(a;b), following a stochastic delay,
. If transcription occurs, the gate returns to its initial state, neg(a;b), and is available for
subsequent interaction along with product tr(b).
neg(a;b) = ?a::neg(a;b) (a)
+ :(tr(b)jneg(a;b)) (b)
where  is the inhibition rate
 is the production (constitutive translation) rate
Figure 2.3: Neg Gate
Neg Gate with Parametrized Product, Negp Gate
In order to construct more sophisticated combinatorial networks, a gate with more ﬂex-
ible parameters was created. This gene gate, negp(a;(;);p), takes on additional rate
parameters and speciﬁes a more generalized product, p (Figure 2.4). In the networks that
12are considered in this thesis, gene product p, can be either of the two transcription factors,
tr(b) or rtr(b;r). The Negp gate is deﬁned as follows:
negp(a;(;);p) = ?a::negp(a;(;);p)
+ :(p()jnegp(a;(;);p))
where  is the inhibition rate
 is the production (constitutive translation) rate
p() is product generation
Figure 2.4: Negp Gate
With this deﬁnition, neg(a;b) is a special case of negp(a;(;);p), where the rates,
(;), are taken out of parameter list and p is set to transcription factor tr(b).
2.3.3 Gene Gate Expressions
Gene gates are combined in parallel to produce expressions which model the gene regula-
tory network. The gene product from one gate can self-regulate or serve as a regulator to
other gates, forming complicated relationships and interactions. This, in conjunction with
the stochastic rates, make it very difﬁcult to predict the behaviour of an expression. To
illustrate how gene gates can interact to produce regulatory circuits, two simple networks
which are frequently referred to in literature are presented below.
Bistable Network: neg(a;b)jneg(b;a)
A bistable network composed of two proteins, a and b, can operate in one of two sta-
ble states where one channel has a high level of expression, while the other remains low.
Switching between the two states, in which the channels concurrently ﬂip their levels of ex-
pression, is triggered by either external inputs, such as a pulse of additional gene product,
or by internal noise.
Gene gates can be combined to produce bistable behaviour with intrinsic switching [7].
The network is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Bistable Network
Here, eachneg gateproducesoneoftheproteins, whiletheotherproteinservestoretard
it production. At the start of the simulation, due to stochastic effects, one of the proteins
dominates, keeping the population of the other product low. However, at some point, the
balance is stochastically tipped, resulting in a switch in the levels of protein expression
and the other stable state is established. Because switching is triggered stochastically, the
duration of each stable state is highly irregular.
Repressilator: neg(a;b)jneg(b;c)jneg(c;a)
The repressilator is an artiﬁcial circuit [17], composed of three proteins with oscillating
levels of expression, each peaking in sequence. A network consisting of 3 gene gates can
describe this behaviour [7] (Figure 2.6).
In this circuit, when lots of protein b is being produced, the production of protein c is
reduced, thus allowing more protein a to be created. Increased quantities of a shuts down
the production of b, which leads to an increase in c, and so on. This cascading effect results
in alternating cyclic behaviour. Different combinations of rates have been studied and were
found to affect the regularity and uniformity of the cycles [8].
2.3.4 Expression Simulation
Once a gene gate expression is pieced together, it can be simulated to produce a time course
tracking the change in gene product quantities. A simulator for the stochastic -calculus
called the Stochastic Pi Machine (SPiM) is available to execute gene gate expressions [49].
This simulation is based on the Gillespie algorithm [24] which is a Monte Carlo procedure
to stochastically simulate a system of chemical reactions.
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Figure 2.6: Repressilator Network
During the simulation of an expression, SPiM determines the set of possible reactions
among all processes which are operating in parallel. The possible reactions are made up
of delays and matching pairs of sending and receiving channels. There is a probability
associated with each of these reactions as deﬁned by their corresponding rates. The next
reaction and associated time increment are then chosen stochastically according to this set
of reactions and their probabilities. By repeating this procedure and recording the number
of output sites, (!), for each channel at each step, a time course of protein (gene product)
population levels is produced.
A more thorough discussion of the stochastic -calculus and its simulation via SPiM is
found in the supplementary material associated with [8].
15Chapter 3
Related Work
Learning stochastic gene regulatory network models with genetic programming using a
feature-based ﬁtness function is associated with several broad ﬁelds of study:
1. Learning gene regulatory network models
2. Learning dynamic models
3. Feature-based search spaces
Subsequent sections in this chapter address each of these ﬁelds, ﬁrst providing context
of the thesis topic within the ﬁeld, followed by a discussion of the most relevant, related
work.
3.1 Learning Gene Regulatory Network Models
3.1.1 Context
Machine learning methods are used extensively in bioinformatics. In a recent survey of the
ﬁeld, Larra˜ naga et al. [37] sorted machine learning applications into 7 biological domains.
Within this classiﬁcation system, the inference of gene regulatory networks was placed in
the intersection between the systems biology and microarray categories.
In general, GRN models can be constructed to serve 2 purposes [63]. Firstly, they can
provide a topological model of the system, identifying regulatory relationships between
biomolecules of interest (e.g. genes, proteins). An example where machine learning has
been applied to infer these static models is provided by Supper et al. [61] in which 4
different methods (Bayesian networks, multiple linear regression, CART decision trees,
support vector machines) were applied to infer regulatory dependencies between genes
16from microarray data. A second purpose of GRN models is to simulate the dynamics of the
network, namely the change in gene expression levels over time. It is this particular type
of model which is being considered in this thesis.
Real temporal gene expression data (“in vivo”) is obtained from microarray experi-
ments. Microarray data is characterized by a limited number of samples covering a short
duration for many genes. This data can be noisy and have missing values. Consequently,
the nature of this data poses a computational challenge when inferring temporal models
[6]. As such, it is common practice in current research for artiﬁcially-derived data from
simulations (“in silico”) to be used to learn GRN models.
Many different algorithms have been applied extensively to learn numerous types of
temporal models. Evolutionary algorithms have been identiﬁed as a noteworthy machine
learning tool for the optimization of gene networks and other bionetworks [37].
The next three sections highlight work that has made use of evolutionary algorithms to
infer deterministic and probabilistic models. Following this is a section which examines
the ﬁtness functions used in each of these studies.
3.1.2 Learning Deterministic GRN Models with Evolutionary Algo-
rithms
To carry out the task of learning GRN models, evolutionary algorithms evolve a population
of candidate models which are interpreted in order to obtain a time series upon which the
ﬁtness is evaluated. Deterministic models are those which generate exactly the same time
course of values each time the model is simulated.
A sampling of papers which use evolutionary algorithms (other than GP) to evolve
temporal GRN models are detailed below:
 Kitagawa & Iba [33] used an evolutionary algorithm to infer functional Petri nets
modelling metabolic pathways from artiﬁcial data.
 Kikuchi et al. [32] used a genetic algorithm to determine the parameters for S-system
GRN models.
 Jin & Sendhoff [30] used Evolution Strategies to evolve the parameters for GRN
models composed of differential equations, targeting bistable and oscillating be-
haviours.
 Franc ¸ois & Hakim [22] used an evolutionary algorithm to infer a set of differential
equations to model GRNs, targeting bistable and oscillating behaviours.
17Among evolutionary algorithms, GP is widely used to evolve both the structure and pa-
rameters of temporal gene networks and other bionetworks containing similar mechanisms.
The following papers involve work that have used GP to evolve deterministic GRN models:
 Cho et al. [11] evolved GRNs and other biochemical networks using an S-tree model
which describes a sparse network of non-linear differential equations.
 Koza et al. [36] evolved a network of chemical reactions (including reaction rates)
describing a metabolic pathway by simulating the network as an analog electric cir-
cuit model.
 Streichert et al. [59] used differential equations to evolve the topology and model for
a GRN.
 Ando et al. [3] and Sakamoto & Iba [56] evolved differential equations to model a
GRN. GP was used to optimize the structure of the network in conjunction with the
LMS (least mean square) method which served to reﬁne the parameters.
3.1.3 Learning Probabilistic GRN Models with Evolutionary Algo-
rithms
Stochasticity has been recognized as an inﬂuential element in GRNs because of the small
number of molecules involved [18]. Learning of probabilistic GRN models has been the
subject of several recent studies, particularly to evolve oscillating, switching or bistable
behaviours. Probabilistic models are subject to stochastic variation during interpretation
resulting in time courses of gene expression levels which differ each time they are sim-
ulated. The stochastic -calculus gene gate models constructed in this thesis ﬁt into this
category.
The following papers involve the learning of probabilistic GRN models through evolu-
tionary algorithms:
 In two separate papers, Leier et al. [41] and Leier & Burrage [40] used the Gillespie
algorithm to stochastically simulate a set of elementary reactions using set-based GP,
targeting oscillating [41] and switching [40] behaviours. Both papers commented
on the effect of stochasticity in their models. Oscillation observed in two exam-
ined networks was attributed to the stochastic element, because the corresponding
deterministic models, consisting of ordinary differential equations, did not exhibit
similar cyclic behaviour. As well, for the two highlighted networks which behaved
as switches, shifting between high and low levels of expression was attributed to
18the inherent noise in the system, since the equivalent deterministic model required
external injections to trigger the switching.
 Chu [12] used the Gibson-Bruck algorithm to simulate a set of reactions and rates
obtained from an evolutionary algorithm, targeting oscillating behaviour.
 Qian et al. [51] used GP in combination with Kalman ﬁltering (to estimate param-
eters) to evolve differential equation models for GRNs . Within the model, terms
accounting for intrinsic and external Gaussian noise were added.
 With focus on studying the evolution of development, Drennan & Beer [16] used
a genetic algorithm to evolve stochastic models. The candidate models resembled
snippets of DNA, with bases representing genes and a set of promoter, enhancer and
repressor sites. Stochastic simulation was performed through an algorithm aimed to
minimize free energy [15].
3.1.4 Learning Deterministic GRN Models with Evolutionary Algo-
rithms Amid Added Noise
In the following studies, noise was added to experiments involving deterministic models
for various reasons:
 In several of the evolutionary algorithm papers cited in Section 3.1.2 , noise was
added to the target data to test the robustness of the approach when exposed to real-
world noisy data [3] [11] [56].
 Knabe et al. [34] introduced noise into the input of the network. The motivation
was to examine the effects of noisy, external stimuli on the evolution of periodic
behaviour.
3.1.5 Fitness Functions used to Learn GRN Models
In all of the evolutionary algorithm papers cited above, other than the ones dealing with
oscillating or switching behaviours, the approach to ﬁtness evaluation was based on the
traditional sum-of-errors (absolute or squared and/or normalized) from the targeted time
series values. In some cases, parsimony was encouraged through the addition of a size
penalty [3][33][56] or a term encouraging sparse networks [32].
19A summary of the approaches taken in those papers which departed from the standard
sum-of-errors is provided below:
 To target oscillation, Chu [12] based the ﬁtness function on autocorrelation, thus
focussing on matching a speciﬁc periodicity and tolerating variation in phase and
amplitude.
 Drennan & Beer [16] looked for repressilator behaviour by counting the number of
out-of-phase cycles exhibited by 3 or more proteins.
 Franc ¸ois & Hakim [22] targeted both bistable switching and oscillating behaviour.
For the bistable switch, a sum-of-squared error from prescribed concentrations was
used along with a size penalty. External pulses were applied to incur switching. For
the oscillating behaviour, ﬁtness was based on differences from speciﬁed concentra-
tion levels sampled at half-period intervals, implying that a speciﬁc amplitude, phase
and frequency were targeted.
 Leier & Burrage [40] established a set of constraints to identify switching behaviour
based on exceeding high levels and falling below low levels for minimum durations,
along with a constraint on the time to switch between levels.
 Leier et al. [41] targeted oscillating behaviour by using a formula based on a Fast
Fourier Transform, that rewarded sustained oscillation. Fitness for each candidate
network was obtained by averaging the ﬁtness over several (20) simulations.
3.2 Learning Dynamic Models
3.2.1 Context
The learning of GRN models to produce temporal behaviour can be considered a subset of
the broader ﬁeld of learning dynamic systems (systems whose signals change over time).
Activity in this ﬁeld is often related to ﬁnancial forecasting and modelling of noisy or
chaotic systems, and learning has been performed with real life data, speciﬁcally geared to
accommodate noise. This section focuses on the learning of dynamic models through the
use of evolutionary algorithms, with particular attention paid to GP.
203.2.2 Learning Probabilistic Dynamic Models with Evolutionary Al-
gorithms
A single paper was identiﬁed which dealt with learning a probabilistic model through evo-
lutionary algorithms. Ross [55] used grammar-guided GP to evolve stochastic -calculus
expressions, targeted to generate certain monotonic behaviours.
3.2.3 Learning Noisy Dynamic Models with Evolutionary Algorithms
Learning time series which contain noise, either added or inherent in the target behaviour,
has been the focus of numerous evolutionary algorithm studies. The following are a sample
of papers with special emphasis on works involving GP and/or features:
 Borrelli et al. [9] used GP with noise added to the target behaviour to develop models
for ﬁnancial forecasting purposes. A multi-objective ﬁtness function was used in
which one of the objectives was based on the sum-of-squared error from the time
series data, and the second objective based on a combination of sum-of-errors for
two statistical features. It was found that this multi-objective approach resulted in
improved performance.
 Rodriguez-Vazquez & Flemming [53] and Rodriguez et al. [54] used GP to evolve
non-linear NARMAX models to describe oscillating chaotic systems [53] and dy-
namic systems [54]. Again, a multi-objective approach was taken, incorporating
model complexity, performance and model criteria.
 Schwaerzel & Bylander [57] used GP to predict currency exchange rates. The func-
tion set included statistical features parameterized by length and lag. The ﬁtness
function was based on the sum-of-squared error from the time series data.
 Hinchliffe & Willis [27] modelled dynamic systems using GP based on the NARX
model. Both single and multi-objective experiments were carried out. The single
objective was based on the standard sum-of-squared error approach. The multi-
objective evaluation added validation tests based on the residuals as a second ob-
jective.
3.2.4 Fitness Functions used to Learn Dynamic Models
Several of the above papers used multi-objective approaches to assist in learning the dy-
namic behaviour [9][27][53][54]. In all cases, at least one objective involved the sum-of-
21errors from the targeted time series. Borrelli et al. [9] considered a small set of statistical
features in some of the objectives.
Ross [55] reported a lack of success in evolving a stochastic system which targeted
cyclic behaviour. One reason for this was attributed to the ﬁtness function which made use
of the traditional sum-of-errors approach.
3.3 Feature-based Search Spaces
3.3.1 Context
Features have been used to deﬁne search spaces in machine learning tasks such as data
mining, signal and image processing, and classiﬁcation, particularly when noisy signals or
considerable amounts of data are involved. Since time series data introduce dependencies
between sequential values which can inﬂuence the type of features chosen to describe them,
this section will focus on feature-based search spaces based on temporal information.
Time series data show up in many ﬁelds such as engineering, scientiﬁc research, ﬁnance
and medicine [4]. Distance measures are required for many machine learning tasks applied
to time series including model building, pattern recognition, classiﬁcation and clustering.
Examples of applications in which features have been used in distance measures have been
grouped into the following three areas and are described in subsequent sections:
1. Feature-based ﬁtness functions to learn dynamic models
2. Feature-based similarity measures for clustering and classiﬁcation of time series
3. Feature extraction via GP for classiﬁcation of time series
3.3.2 Feature-based Fitness Functions to Learn Dynamic Models
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 identiﬁed some related work which made use of statistical features in
ﬁtness functions to infer dynamic models. In all cases, features were applied when dealing
with stochastic behaviour introduced through noisy target data or probabilistic models.
Here is a synopsis:
 Chu [12] and Leier et al. [41] used features to evolve probabilistic GRN models
exhibiting oscillating behaviour.
 Borrelli et al. [9] used a combination of statistical features as one of the objec-
tives in a multi-objective GP which targeted time series with added noise. In their
22experiments, the ﬁrst objective adopted the standard sum-of-errors approach, while
the second objective combined the sum-of-errors from two statistical features. For
the feature-based objective, two sets of features were considered, namely mean plus
standard deviation, and skew plus kurtosis.
3.3.3 Feature-based Similarity Measures for Clustering and Classiﬁ-
cation of Time Series
Tasks such as clustering, classiﬁcation and search and retrieval, often related to data mining
activities, make use of similarity measures [39] [43]. The following papers serve as exam-
ples illustrating how features have been used as a basis for various similarity measures:
 Wang et al. [67] made use of global, statistical features of time series to cluster
several benchmark time series data-sets . Drawing from a comprehensive set of 13
features, feature subset selection was performed using a greedy forward search to
identify a reduced set of features which improved clustering performance.
 Wang et al. [68] extended the above approach to cluster human motion data, de-
picting 10 activities, transformed into multivariate time series. Several clustering
algorithms were applied and the feature vectors proved to cluster accurately and efﬁ-
ciently.
 Alcock & Manolopoulos [2] used the Euclidian distance from a set of features to
evaluate the similarity between control chart patterns with added noise. Features
included ﬁrst and second order statistical features of the time series.
 Proposing that features would be less sensitive to noise if they were not based on
individual time points, Nanopoulos et al. [48] used 8 ﬁrst and second order statistical
features as input to a neural network to classify control chart patterns.
 Extending the above research, Lavangnananda & Piyatumrong [38] added 2 more
ﬁrst order features aimed to better discern between noisy increasing and decreasing
behaviour. As well, a further set of second order features obtained from smoothed
data was added, bringing the total number of features fed into the neural network to
18. Improvement in classiﬁcation accuracy was reported.
 Kadous [31] combined global features and comprehensible events to classify multi-
variate hand gesture signals.
23 Dellaert et al. [14] explored various sets and subsets of pitch and rhythm features of
speech signals to classify 4 emotions. Feature subset selection improved the classiﬁ-
cation performance.
3.3.4 Feature Extraction via GP for Classiﬁcation of Time Series
Another popular use of features is found in feature extraction, where primitive features are
combined to produce a similarity measure for subsequent classiﬁcation purposes. GP has
been used extensively to perform this task. Examples involving time series are listed below:
 Sun et al. [60] evolved classiﬁers to perform fault diagnosis in the fuel system of
diesel engines.
 Silva&Tseng[58]evolvedclassiﬁersfordifferentseaﬂoorhabitatsbasedonacoustic
backscatter signals.
 Lopes [45] evolved classiﬁers to recognize epileptic patterns in human electroen-
cephalographic signals.
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Problem Statement
4.1 Statement
The focus of the research in this thesis is to explore the effectiveness of a feature-based
ﬁtness function which employs statistical features in a genetic programming application
to evolve stochastic -calculus gene gate models of gene regulatory networks. The ﬁtness
function is based on the sum-of-errors from a targeted set of statistical features character-
izing the temporal gene expression levels of the simulated model. Drawing from a large
set of comprehensive features, this ﬁtness function is designed to be capable of dealing
with a variety of behaviours found in gene regulatory networks such as oscillating and
non-oscillating behaviours.
4.2 Justiﬁcation
Much research effort is being made into modelling gene regulatory networks in order to
gain an understanding of the complex interactions taking place at the cellular level. It has
beenrecognizedthatstochasticityisanintegralcomponentofgeneregulatorynetworksdue
to the low number of biomolecules involved [18]. One probabilistic GRN model developed
recently incorporates modular gene gate components built from stochastic -calculus ex-
pressions, a process algebra which models concurrent events [7]. Genetic programming is
a machine learning technique which provides a framework to effectively evolve programs,
particularly conducive to those with modular components. However, as pointed out by
Ross [55], the stochastic nature of these networks poses challenges to GP. One such chal-
lenge presents itself in the ﬁtness function, as the ability of the standard approach using
sum-of-errors from the time course values is limited in the case of oscillating behaviour.
25Similarity measures based on sets of statistical features of time courses have been used
in clustering and classiﬁcation by Wang et al. [67] and Nanopoulous et al. [48]. A sum-
of-errors measure based on statistical features offers a promising approach for a ﬁtness
function dealing with stochastic behaviour. The use of features in ﬁtness functions in this
manner has been limited in GPs to date. Borrelli et al. incorporated a small number of basic
features in a multi-objective GP [9] for symbolic regression with added noise, while Chu
[12] and Leier et al. [41] used single features to speciﬁcally target oscillating behaviour
of probabilistic models. The ﬁtness function explored in this thesis makes use of a larger
set of features and is tested on a variety of behaviours produced by both expressions with
added noise and probabilistic networks.
4.3 Value
Development of a versatile, feature-based ﬁtness function will add an alternative ﬁtness
function approach for future search and optimization problems involving stochastic and
noisy systems. For the speciﬁc GP task at hand, it will provide a tool for discovery and
model development. As computational power increases, there will be an ability and interest
to model more complex real-life behaviour which do not behave deterministically. This
research effort is a contribution in developing approaches to deal with this challenge.
26Chapter 5
Feature-based Fitness Function
In the GP algorithm, each individual is assigned a ﬁtness value which reﬂects how closely
it behaves relative to the target. As noted in Chapter 3, a common approach for evaluating
timeseriesisbasedonasum-of-errorswheretheerroristhedifferencebetweenthevalueof
the dependent variable produced by the candidate expression and the corresponding target
value. Since stochastic effects and noise can introduce phase shift and signal variation,
the performance of this standard approach can be signiﬁcantly degraded. As well, the
random element produces a different trajectory during each simulation, making it difﬁcult
to maintain a consistent measure of ﬁtness for the same expression.
To illustrate the degree of signal variation introduced by stochasticity, Figures 5.1 and
5.2 overlay the results of 2 simulations of the same channel and expression for two of the
targets subsequently studied in this thesis. These graphs clearly demonstrate how a ﬁtness
function based on the sum-of-errors of the signal would result in a dismal score even when
the target expression is encountered.
In order to overcome the deﬁciency of the standard ﬁtness function approach, a ﬁtness
function based on statistical features of the signal is proposed. Using features to character-
ize the signal has many beneﬁts:
 practical and easy to comprehend and implement
 robust against noisy data
 serves to lower the dimensionality of the data
 statistics allow for complex behaviours to be described with simpler numeric values
backed by a large ﬁeld of study
 offers a ﬂexible approach that it is capable of handling missing data and comparing
time series with different lengths
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Figure 5.1: Signal from Protein “a” from Two Repressilator Simulations
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Figure 5.2: Signal from Protein “GFP” from Two D016 Simulations
 acomprehensivesetoffeaturesshouldbeabletodifferentiatebetweenmanyvarieties
of time series, including oscillating and monotonic trajectories
 features can be tailored to suit the problem and prior knowledge can be incorporated
28In order to develop the feature-based ﬁtness function for each problem, the following
elements were addressed:
1. Determine the features (how many and which ones) to characterize the behaviour.
2. Given the features, determine a sum-of-errors formula to evaluate the ﬁtness.
3. Determine how many times the simulation should be repeated to obtain the overall
ﬁtness. Averaging the results of several evaluations serves to reduce the variation
encountered when measuring the ﬁtness of a single individual.
The way in which these considerations were handled are described in the remaining
sections of this chapter.
5.1 Features
5.1.1 Full Set of Features
In order to determine which features to include in the ﬁtness function, a full set of features
to draw from was ﬁrst deﬁned. A set of 17 statistical features listed in Table 5.1 was
adopted from previous work by Wang et al. [67] and Nanopoulos et al. [48]. Together,
these features create an expressive set from which a subset tailored to suit the problem at
hand can be selected. Features were calculated from the time series closely following the
approach described in [67].
For this particular implementation, calculation of each feature assumed that the time
series were roughly the same duration and that the values were set at evenly spaced inter-
vals (except the mean). R [52], a popular open source system which performs statistical
computation, was used as noted in Appendix C to efﬁciently determine some of the char-
acteristics.
It should be noted that for many of the features, the method chosen to quantify the
feature could be questioned, because often there are several ways to go about measuring
the feature and some approaches involve parameters. However, a ﬂexible aspect of this
feature-based ﬁtness function, is that it can accommodate such differences or even errors,
as long as the feature is calculated consistently for all candidate expressions. Perhaps an
error in the formula or departure in approach is so signiﬁcant that it could be considered a
different feature altogether. Perhaps the error may manifest itself in feature values such that
they vary signiﬁcantly from evaluation to evalutation of the same expression. This latter
effect would be sorted out during the selection of the subset of features to be actually used
in the ﬁtness function, as discussed in a subsequent section.
29Table 5.1: Full Set of 17 Features
1. mean 10. mean (tsa)a
2. standard deviation 11. standard deviation (tsa)
3. skew 12. skew (tsa)
4. kurtosis 13. kurtosis (tsa)
5. serial correlation 14. serial correlation (tsa)
6. non-linearity 15. non-linearity (tsa)
7. chaos 16. trend
8. self-similarity 17. seasonality
9. periodicity
a tsa: trend and seasonally adjusted
5.1.2 Mean
The mean, , is the average value of the signal over the total time. In earlier experiments,
with the intent to improve accuracy, the mean was calculated before the time series was
evenly-spaced and based on the integral (sum of area under the curve) with the data points
connected linearly, averaged by the total time:
 =
0:5
tn   t1
n X
i=2
[(yi + yi 1)(ti   ti 1)]
where n is the number of data points
(yi;ti) are the data points
Although this increase in accuracy did not appear to have a signiﬁcant impact on the
results, it was decided to continue calculating the mean in this manner.
5.1.3 Standard Deviation
Standard deviation reﬂects the degree to which the signal varies from the mean over the
total time. Standard deviation, , was calculated as follows:
 =
sPn
i=1 (yi   )
2
n   1
where n is the number of data points
yi are the evenly-spaced data points
305.1.4 Skew
Skew is a measure of how assymmetrical the data points lie around the mean. A symmet-
rical distribution, such as a normal distribution, has a skew of zero. If the distribution of
data points is skewed to the right of the mean, characterized by a tail extending to the right,
then skew is positive. Conversely, if the distribution of data points is skewed to the left of
mean, then skew is negative. Skew was calculated as follows:
skew =
1
n3
n X
i=1
(yi   )
3
where n is the number of data points
yi are the evenly-spaced data points
 is the mean
 is the standard deviation
Skew was protected from inﬁnite values by setting  = 0:001 if the actual standard
deviation was equal to zero.
5.1.5 Kurtosis
Kurtosis is a measure of how peaked or ﬂat the distribution of data points is relative to the
normal distribution. Kurtosis was calculated in a manner such that a normal distribution
would correspond to zero, peaked data would have positive kurtosis, and ﬂat data would be
negative:
kurtosis =
1
n4
n X
i=1
(yi   )
4   3
where n is the number of data points
yi are the evenly-spaced data points
 is the mean
 is the standard deviation
Kurtosis was protected from inﬁnite values by setting  = 0:001 if the actual standard
deviation was equal to zero.
315.1.6 Serial Correlation
Serial correlation measures whether the time series is correlated to itself over small lags
and can be used to distinguish between white noise and correlation within a signal. The
approach taken to quantify serial correlation was based on the Box-Pierce statistic, a port-
manteau test, which takes into consideration a range of lags. The methodology and lag
range (1 to 20) as described in [46] was followed. It was decided to omit multiplying the
sum of the squared autocorrelations by the time series length, because this factor would
increase the variability of the feature value between evaluations of the same expression.
The number of data points recorded in SPiM simulations varies slightly from simulation to
simulation of the same expression and there was no need to introduce this variability into
the feature measure.
Serial correlation was calculated as follows:
serial correlation =
20 X
k=1
(rk)
2
where rk is the autocorrelation for lag k
rk =
Pn
i=k+1 [(yi   )(yi k   )]
Pn
i=1 (yi   )
2
n is the number of data points
yi are the evenly-spaced data points
 is the mean
According to this formula, serial correlation is a positive value. A value equal to zero
indicates noise (no correlation). Since an autocorrelation, r, ranges from 1 to  1, a serial
correlation approaching 20 would indicate extremely strong correlation. To avoid inﬁnite
values, serial correlation was set to 20 for the special case of a horizontal line.
5.1.7 Non-linearity
Non-linearity is a characteristic which is examined when constructing time series models
for forecasting. It can help to decide whether a linear or non-linear model is appropriate.
As selected by Wang et al. [67], Ter¨ asvirta’s neural network test [62], which has a null
hypothesis of linearity, was used to quantify non-linearity. Large values of this feature
indicate non-linearity, while values approaching zero indicate linearity.
325.1.8 Chaos
Chaos describes behaviour which may appear random, but actually is deterministic and
highly sensitive to initial values. The average Lyapunov exponent which measures the
rate of divergence of nearby trajectories is used to quantify chaos. Its value is negative if
behaviour converges towards stability, zero if in steady-state, and positive for divergent,
chaotic behaviour.
The method described by Hilborn [26] was followed with modiﬁcations to consider
multiple lags, while keeping computational time reasonable:
chaos =
1
n
lagn X
l=lag1
"
1
N
kN X
k=k1
(xk;l)
#
where n is the number of lags considered
N is the number of initial values considered
l is the lag
x is the evenly-spaced time series
(xk;l) is the Lyapunov exponent
The Lyapunov exponent is deﬁned as:
(xk;l) =
1
l
ln
dl
d0
where xk is the initial point considered in the time series
d0 = jxj   xkj
dl = jxj+l   xk+lj
j is chosen such that jxj   xkj is minimized, yet non-zero
for (j   k) = 2% to 20% of the time series’ length
Lag, l, ranged from 5% to 20% of the time series’ length, while xk, the initial point
in the time series ranged from the ﬁrst point up to 0.6 of the the time series’ length. For
time series up to 1000 data points in length, these ranges (l and k) were traversed with an
increment of 1. For longer time series, the increment was increased to b
length
500 c.
335.1.9 Self-similarity
Self-similarity measures long-range dependency within a time series, as quantiﬁed by the
Hurst exponent [69]. The Hurst exponent was calculated as d + 0:5 where d is obtained by
ﬁtting the data to a fractional autoregressive integrated moving-average FARIMA(0;d;0)
model. The Hurst exponent ranges between 0 and 1. Its value reﬂects the nature and degree
of predictability found in the time series. A value of 0.5 indicates a random sequence of
values, a value less than 0.5 indicates that the behaviour tends to correct itself such that it
results in a certain long-term mean value, and a value greater than 0.5 signiﬁes behaviour
which is following a trend.
5.1.10 Periodicity
Periodicity detects cyclic patterns in the time series. This measure accommodates cyclic
activity which varies in frequency, in contrast with seasonality which only considers pat-
terns with a constant period. The algorithm presented by Wang et al. [67] was followed.
The steps along with implementation details are as follows:
1. Detrend the time series by ﬁtting a cubic smoothing spline to the time series.
2. Determine the autocorrelation function (rk, see formula in Section 5.1.6) for lags up
to 1=3 of the time series length.
3. Look for peaks and troughs in the autocorrelation function.
4. Set periodicity to the lag which corresponds to the ﬁrst peak with the following con-
ditions met:
(a) The peak is preceded by a trough
(b) The difference between a trough and a peak is  0:1
(c) The peak has positive correlation
This procedure is shown pictorially in Figure 5.3.
When no seasonal pattern is detected, the periodicity is set to 1. Otherwise, the peri-
odicity takes a maximum value of 1=3 the time series length. The actual time represented
by one interval in the time series may vary slightly among SPiM simulations. To correct
this small discrepancy, the periodicity obtained from this algorithm was subsequently mul-
tiplied by the time-step between the data points, a value which was determined when the
time series was rendered evenly-spaced (through linear interpolation).
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Figure 5.3: Periodicity Example
5.1.11 Trend and Seasonally Adjusted Features
In the analysis of time series, a common operation is to decompose the time series into
trend, seasonal and remainder components. Decomposition of the time series was per-
formed for two purposes. Firstly, measures for trend and seasonality are derived from
decomposed elements. Secondly, since a clearer picture of the data sometimes results from
de-seasonalized and de-trended data, several of the features determined from the raw data
were also determined from the remainder. These features are referred to as trend and sea-
sonally adjusted (tsa). The following is a list of tsa features included in the full set of 17
characteristics:
1. mean
2. standard deviation
3. skew
4. kurtosis
5. serial correlation
6. non-linearity
35IntheapproachtakenbyWangetal. [67], thetimeserieswasﬁrstsubjectedtoBox-Cox
transformation, followed by additive decomposition. Decomposition on the transformed
time series breaks the time series into trend, seasonal and remainder components:
Y
 =T + S + R
where Y
 is the transformed time series
T is the trend component
S is the seasonality component
R is the remainder component
Box-Cox transformation renders the data roughly normal and is deﬁned as:
Y
 =
Y    1

where Y
 is the transformed time series
Y is the original time series. To ensure non-zero values,
values, Yi, were set to max(Yi;0:001  Ymax)
 is the transformation parameter
The transformation parameter, , was non-zero and selected from the range  0:9 to
+0:9 (considered in 0:1 increments) such that the Shapiro-Wilk statistic on the remainder,
R, was maximized. The choice of this  corresponds to the remainder element which has a
distribution closest to normal.
An example of the decomposition process is shown in Figure 5.4.
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(c) Decomposition of Transformed Data
Figure 5.4: Decomposition Example
375.1.12 Trend and Seasonality
Trend is present when there is a long-term change in the mean. Seasonality is a pat-
tern that repeats over ﬁxed periods of time. Given that the transformed time series, Y 
is decomposed into the trend, T, seasonal, S, and remainder, R, components such that
Y  = T + S + R, trend and seasonality are calculated as follows:
trend =1  
2(R)
2(T + R)
seasonality =1  
2(R)
2(S + R)
where 
2 is the variance
5.1.13 Testing of Feature Calculations
After the features were coded, testing of the implementations were carried out on 27 test
time series:
 14 time series encompassing simple, benchmark behaviours (including random, lin-
ear, trending, and oscillating behaviour).
 7 time series obtained from the internet corresponding to those tested and docu-
mented in Wang’s thesis [66].
 6 times series resulting from SPiM simulations of the gene gate expression for the
repressilator, an oscillating network which is involved in subsequent experiments.
Through this testing, approaches and parameters in the feature calculations were ad-
justed to ensure that the feature values were being generated as expected, in a consistent
manner within reasonable computational time.
5.1.14 Selecting Features from the Full Set
Tailored to suit the speciﬁc problem at hand, a subset of this full set of 17 features was
selected for direct use in the ﬁtness function. Favourable features had low coefﬁcients of
variation and were judged to be relevant to the target behaviour, as well as non-redundant.
The coefﬁcient of variation is the ratio of the standard deviation over the mean. It provides
a measure reﬂecting the stability of the values of a feature over several evaluations of the
38same expression. This coefﬁcient was often used as a guide to select features except in the
case where the mean value was close to zero.
The number of features in the subset was initially determined based on the degree of
difﬁculty of the target expression. Simpler expressions tended to perform adequately with
a smaller subset. If the chosen subset produced comparable ﬁtness values for several other
expressions as well as the target, further features were added to the subset to more deﬁni-
tively identify the target when it was reached.
It is anticipated that a formal means of feature subset selection would yield a more
effective ﬁtness function. Unfortunately, this is out of the scope of this thesis.
5.2 Fitness Function Formula
Given a time course of values, the ﬁtness is determined by ﬁrst calculating the subset of
features for the data, and then performing a sum-of-errors on the features through the fol-
lowing formula:
fitness score =
v u u t
n X
i=1

Fi;target   Fi
Normi;target
2
(5.1)
where F is the value of the feature
n is the number of features
Norm is the normalization factor
Normalization was applied in order to bring the errors into a range that was common
between the features, thus preventing individual features from dominating the ﬁtness eval-
uation. Two approaches towards normalization were considered:
1. normalization by the average value of the target feature, Fi;target
2. normalization by standard deviation of the target feature, i;target
Normalization by Average
Normalizing by the average is a common approach which expresses the error as a fraction
of the target value. Target values close to zero can produce division-by-zero errors or large
ﬁtnesscontributions. Whenthissituationwasencountered, onewasaddedtoboththetarget
and calculated features in order to avoid these detrimental effects.
39Normalization by Standard Deviation
Normalizing by the standard deviation is analogous to the standard or z-score (x mean
 )
[47]. It takes into account the variation inherent in the target feature itself since it expresses
howfarawaythecandidate’sfeatureisfromthetargetmeanintermsofthetarget’sstandard
deviation. When the candidate expression matches the target, the contribution of each
feature to the overall ﬁtness is equal, on average.
5.3 Number of Repeated Evaluations
Every simulation of a single expression is subject to stochastic effects, yielding a different
set of feature values for each evaluation. This produces overall ﬁtnesses which vary from
simulation to simulation . A common approach to reduce variation due to noise is to repeat
evaluations and average the resulting ﬁtnesses [29]. For the experiments contained in this
thesis, the ﬁtnesses from either 1 or 4 samples were averaged to obtain the overall ﬁtness.
It was necessary to keep this number low for run-time considerations.
A side study documented in Appendix A was carried out examining the effect of sam-
ple size on GP performance. Interestingly, it found a statistically signiﬁcant reduction in
performance when a larger number of evaluations was taken, indicating that an increased
numberofsamplesdoesn’tnecessarilyleadtoimprovedperformance, andthatsomedegree
of noise in the ﬁtness function may, in fact, be beneﬁcial.
40Chapter 6
Symbolic Regression Experiments
6.1 Introduction
Symbolic regression is an established genetic programming application in which mathe-
matical expressions are evolved to produce a speciﬁed behaviour. Since adding Gaussian
noise to the evaluation of expressions produces behaviour similar to that encountered in
stochastic network simulations, a series of initial experiments were performed to assist in
developing the feature-based ﬁtness function, and to conﬁrm its viability. As well, con-
sidering the GP language applied in these experiments, it could be argued that an evolved
expression, f(x), could also be regarded as a time series, f(t).
Three symbolic regression targets were considered, encompassing both oscillating and
non-oscillating behaviour. For two of the targets, which involved simple expressions, the
performance of the feature-based ﬁtness function was compared to that of the standard
sum-of-errors approach.
6.2 Target Expressions
The following 3 target expressions were considered:
1. Non-oscillating: x4 + x3 + x2 + x, through the interval [ 1;1]
2. Oscillating: 1 + sin3x, through the interval [0;2]
3. Spherical Bessel function j1: sinx=x2   cosx=x, through the interval [0:1;20:0]
The ﬁrst two targets were inspired from early work on symbolic regression [35]. The
quartic polynomial is a commonly-used benchmark expression, while the oscillating ex-
pression was chosen because it was simple, yet had no basic equivalent expressions which
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Figure 6.2: Oscillating Target
could complicate the search space. The third target, a Bessel function which oscillates with
an attenuating amplitude, was tested out of curiosity to see whether features could evolve
this pattern of behaviour.
The leftmost graphs in Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 plot the target expressions through
their corresponding intervals.
6.3 Added Noise
Ateachpointthatacandidateexpressionwasevaluated, Gaussiannoise, g(0;s), wasadded,
where g is a Gaussian random number with zero mean and standard deviation, s. Noise
levels considered in the ﬁrst two experiments corresponded to standard deviation levels of
roughly 2.5% and 5% of the range of target values within the interval considered, while
the Bessel experiment applied noise at the 5% level only. To help visualize these quanti-
ties, Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show sample evaluations of the target expressions with the
corresponding levels of noise added.
For the simple oscillating target, 1+sin3x, an additional type of noise was included in
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Figure 6.3: Bessel Target
42Table 6.1: Noise Considered in each Experiment
Experiment Targeted Added Added
Expression Noise Lag
Non-oscillating x4 + x3 + x2 + x none none
g(0;0:1)
g(0;0:2)
Oscillating 1 + sin3x none none
g(0;0:05) g(0;)
g(0;0:10)
Bessel Function sinx=x2   cosx=x g(0;0:03) none
order to simulate variations in phase which can be introduced by stochastic processes. This
noise was applied by evaluating the expression over a lagged interval shifted by g(0;)
such that the entire oscillating curve was moved horizontally.
Table 6.1 summarizes the combinations of noise considered in each experiment. It is
important to point out that the noise was applied to the evaluation of each candidate expres-
sion, while the targeted expression and its corresponding targeted feature values remained
deterministic since they were evaluated without any added noise.
6.4 Fitness Function
Each candidate expression was evaluated at 201 (200 for the Bessel target) evenly-spaced
points over the interval. For runs with added noise, 4 evaluations per expression were
carried out and the resulting ﬁtnesses were averaged to obtain the ﬁnal score. The goal of
the GP was to minimize ﬁtness, with the lowest attainable score of zero.
Feature-based Fitness Function
The feature-based ﬁtness function as described by equation 5.1 in Section 5.2, normalized
by the target feature values, was applied. The following feature subsets were selected for
the targets:
1. non-oscillating: mean, standard deviation, skew
2. oscillating: mean, standard deviation, skew, kurtosis, periodicity, seasonality
3. Bessel: mean, standard deviation, skew, serial correlation, chaos, self-similarity, pe-
riodicity, trend
43Table 6.2: Symbolic Regression Features used in the Fitness Function
no. feature target with noise
value a average standard inverse coeff.
(no noise) deviation of variation
Non-oscillating b
1 mean 0.533 0.534 0.014 38.2
2 standard deviation 1.104 1.122 0.014 79.7
3 skew 1.484 1.416 0.040 35.7
Oscillating c
1 mean 1.000 1.000 0.007 145.1
2 standard deviation 0.707 0.714 0.007 100.9
3 skew 0.000 0.003 0.023 0.15
4 kurtosis -1.507 -1.451 0.022 -67.4
5 periodicity 2.073 2.083 0.016 132.8
6 seasonality 0.996 0.985 0.003 306.5
Bessel function d
1 mean 0.048 0.048 0.002 21.8
2 standard deviation 0.151 0.154 0.002 77.5
3 skew 1.164 1.096 0.048 22.8
4 serial correlation 10.061 9.301 0.124 74.8
5 chaos 0.108 0.112 0.005 21.0
6 self-similarity 0.999 0.998 0.000 8793.2
7 periodicity 6.600 6.453 0.141 45.8
8 trend 0.816 0.794 0.045 17.8
a increased precision was used in GP runs
b values with noise: based on 500 runs with g(0;0:2) added noise
c values with noise: based on 200 runs with g(0;0:10) added noise
d values with noise: based on 500 runs with g(0;0:03) added noise
Values for the target features were obtained by evaluating the expression without noise
at 201 (200 for the Bessel target) evenly-spaced points over the interval.
These subsets were chosen by examining the features from multiple evaluations of the
target function with noise added. Features with high inverse coefﬁcients of variation were
favoured, as this indicated an amount of stability amid the noise. As well, since the target
feature values were based on those without noise, features whose average values were not
signiﬁcantly affected by the addition of noise were also taken into consideration. Table 6.2
liststhe selected features along with their targetvalues andcorresponding average, standard
deviation and inverse coefﬁcient of variation values when noise was applied.
44Table 6.3: Symbolic Regression Function and Terminal Sets
target non-oscillating oscillating Bessel
function set +; ;;%; +; ;;%;sin +; ;;%;
sin;cos;exp;ln sin;cos;exp;ln
terminal set x x;1 x
Standard GP Fitness Function
A sum-of-absolute-errors approach was used for the standard GP ﬁtness function:
fitness score =
n X
i=1
jftarget(xi)   f(xi)j
where ftarget(x) is the target expression, f(x) is the expression being evaluated (including
the added noise, if present) and n is the number of evenly-spaced points over the interval.
For the non-oscillating and oscillating targets, n was set to 201, while for the Bessel target
n was set to 200 for all evaluations.
6.5 GP Function and Terminal Sets
Functions and terminals for the simple targets were identical to those used in similar prob-
lems (simple symbolic regression and the trigonometric identity problem) in [35]. The
Bessel target applied the same sets as the non-oscillating target in order to examine how
a change in target features impacts what the GP evolves. Table 6.3 lists the function and
terminal sets for each target. % and ln were protected functions to ensure closure.
6.6 GP Parameters and Settings
For all experiments, a common set of GP parameters was applied as listed in Table 6.4,
with the exception of an increased population and maximum number of generations for the
Bessel target, considering that it was a more complex expression and behaviour to target.
45Table 6.4: Symbolic Regression GP Parameters
population 500 (non-oscillating and oscillating targets)
1000 (Bessel target)
maximum no. of generations 20 (non-oscillating and oscillating targets)
30 (Bessel target)
probability of crossover 0.9
probability of mutation 0.1
probability of reproduction 0.0
elitism none
selection tournament
(size 3)
initial population ramped
half and half
min. initial tree depth 2
max. initial tree depth 6
maximum tree depth 17
prob. crossover point is branch 0.9
max. regenerative depth 5
for mutation
max. number of retries 50
no. evaluations ﬁtness score averaged over 4
6.7 GP Software
GP runs were performed on Open BEAGLE software [23], a C++, object-oriented, generic
framework for performing Evolutionary Computation. It supports tree-based, strongly-
typed genetic programming. Aside from deﬁning the function and terminal sets, most of
the supplementary code required to customize the system for each problem involved the
ﬁtness function. Further implementation details are provided in Appendix C.
6.7.1 Typical Run-times
Run times were highly dependent on the computer system, the features in the ﬁtness func-
tion, the number of times the expression was evaluated per ﬁtness score, the GP parameters
(population, maximum generations), and the expressions encountered during the GP run.
For the non-oscillating target with the feature-based ﬁtness function and noise added, runs
typically took less than 5 minutes. For the oscillating target, with the feature-based ﬁtness
function and noise added, runs generally completed under 2 hours. Runs for the Bessel
target took just over 4 hours.
46Table 6.5: Non-oscillating Target Results
No. Runs 95% Conﬁdence Average
Fitness Added Target Interval for Generation
Function Noise Found the Run Target
(of 20) Success Rate Found
1 feature none 5 11% - 47% 10.8
2 feature g(0;0:1) 6 14% - 52% 10.3
3 feature g(0;0:2) 6 14% - 52% 10.7
4 standard none 9 26% - 66% 13.0
5 standard g(0;0:1) 6 14% - 52% 12.7
6 standard g(0;0:2) 5 11% - 47% 13.4
baseline feature none 0 0% - 19% —
6.8 Results
In addition to the 20 runs completed for the oscillating and non-oscillating targets, baseline
runs with tournament size 1 were also carried out using the feature-based ﬁtness function
to conﬁrm that the targets could not be constructed as frequently through random selection
alone. Baseline results are included in the tables. As well, for each conﬁguration, plus four
conﬁdence intervals for the run success rates were calculated (Appendix D) and presented
in the tables.
6.8.1 Non-oscillating Target
Twenty runs per conﬁguration were executed and the results are shown in Table 6.5. The
median and best-of-generation ﬁtnesses averaged over all runs are illustrated in Figure 6.4
for the feature-based ﬁtness function and Figure 6.5 for the standard GP ﬁtness function.
Forthestandardapproach, asthenoiselevelsincreased, theGPconvergedtohigher(worse)
ﬁtness values. This was due to the noise.
Interestingly, two of the feature-based GP runs yielded the mirror image expression,
x4 x3+x2 x, which received near-zero scores since it exhibited the same characteristics
as the target. If these mirror expressions had been considered acceptable, then the feature-
based ﬁtness function tally would have increased to [6, 6, 7] successful runs corresponding
to the [0, g(0;0:1), g(0;0:2)] levels of added noise, respectively.
Without added noise, the standard GP ﬁtness function was the superior performer for
symbolic regression of the non-oscillating target. As noise was added to the candidate
expressions, both ﬁtness functions appeared to be performing similarly.
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Figure 6.4: Non-oscillating Target with the Feature-based Fitness Function: GP Results
Averaged over 20 Runs
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Figure 6.5: Non-oscillating Target with the Standard Fitness Function: GP Results Aver-
aged over 20 Runs
49Table 6.6: Oscillating Target Results
No. Runs 95% Conﬁdence Average
Fitness Added Added Target Interval for Generation
Function Noise Lag Found the Run Target
(of 10) Success Rate Found
1 feature none none 10 67% - 100% 9.5
2 feature g(0;0:05) none 9 57% - 100% 12.3
3 feature g(0;0:10) none 8 48% - 95% 8.3
4 feature none g(0;) 9 57% - 100% 9.7
5 feature g(0;0:05) g(0;) 10 67% - 100% 6.8
6 feature g(0;0:10) g(0;) 9 57% - 100% 9.9
7 standard none none 2 5% - 52% 5.5
8 standard g(0;0:05) none 0 0% - 33% —
9 standard g(0;0:10) none 0 0% - 33% —
baseline feature none none 1 0% - 43% 6
6.8.2 Oscillating Target
Ten runs per conﬁguration were executed for the oscillating target. It was considered that
the target was found if any function in the form 1 + sin(c  3x) (where c is any constant)
was constructed. Expressions of this form exhibit the same characteristics. Results are
listed in Table 6.6 and the median and best-of-generation ﬁtnesses averaged over all runs
are plotted in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 for the feature-based ﬁtness function, without and
with added lag respectively, and Figure 6.8 for the standard GP ﬁtness function.
In contrast with the standard ﬁtness function’s poor performance, the feature-based
ﬁtness function was found to be extremely successful for all noise levels, regardless of the
varying amounts of signiﬁcant lag introduced at each evaluation.
6.8.3 Bessel Function Target
Twenty runs were performed at a noise level of g(0;0:03) which corresponds to approxi-
mately 5% of the range of target values over the interval evaluated. The median and best ﬁt-
nesses of the population by generation averaged over all the runs are shown in Figure 6.10.
Although the GP was not successful at evolving the target expression, sinx=x2   cosx=x,
expressions with favourable ﬁtnesses exhibited attenuating and oscillating behaviour. Fig-
ure 6.9 displays two such examples, which correspond to the following relatively straight-
forward expressions:
A: 1
xsin
h
xsin

x(ex x)
x(ex+x)+sin(sinx) lnx
i
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Figure 6.6: Oscillating Target with the Feature-based Fitness Function (no Lag): GP Re-
sults Averaged over 20 Runs
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Figure 6.7: Oscillating Target with the Feature-based Fitness Function (with Lag): GP
Results Averaged over 20 Runs
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Figure 6.8: Oscillating Target with the Standard Fitness Function (no Lag): GP Results
Averaged over 20 Runs
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Figure 6.9: Two Evolved Expressions Compared to the Bessel Target
B: sin

sin(x+ sinx
x  1)
x+cos1
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Figure 6.10: Bessel Target: GP Results Averaged over 20 Runs
6.9 Discussion
In these experiments, the target features were obtained by evaluating the target expression
without any added noise. This decision was made so that an apples-to-apples comparison
to the standard ﬁtness function approach could be carried out. Targeting noiseless features
is a departure from the experiments involving stochastic networks which are presented in
54the next chapter. Since the stochasticity is inherent in the simulation of the model, rather
than realized through added noise, the stochastic network experiments had no choice but to
target feature values which included the effects of stochastic behaviour.
For the symbolic regression experiments, it can be argued that the noiseless feature
approach served to increase the difﬁculty of the search. Added noise affects some of the
feature values, such as serial correlation, chaos and self-similarity, to such a degree that the
noiseless target features may no longer reﬂect the behaviour of the expression with noise.
If this is the case, it is expected that the feature-based ﬁtness function’s performance will
degrade as the level of noise is increased unless some compensation for the noise is added
to the target feature values or if only features are chosen whose average values are not
affected by the noise.
For the non-oscillating target, the 3 features were sufﬁcient to distinctly describe the
target expression when there was no added noise. Except for the mirror image, no other
expression obtained near-zero scores. However when noise was added, a few other ex-
pressions managed to obtain low scores comparable to the target. Perhaps the addition of
further features to the ﬁtness function would help to more distinctly distinguish the target
expressions from others, and lead to an increased number of hits. The ﬁtness function for
the very successful set of runs targeting the oscillating expression made use of 6 features.
When noise was added, the ﬁnal ﬁtness score was set to the average of 4 expression
evaluations to combat the variation encountered. Upon review of the results, there was no
indication that this choice was detrimental, so this value was carried through to subsequent
experiments.
The standard sum-of-errors approach to symbolic regression is suitable for noiseless
data [35], and in fact may be more efﬁcient than the use of features. However, as shown
in these experiments, when considering noise, performance of the standard evaluation is
compromised. Similar results have been shown in [9] [13].
Results of the experiments demonstrate the ability of the feature-based ﬁtness function
to perform symbolic regression in the presence of noise. Particular strength in this ﬁtness
function was observed for the oscillating target.
Although the target expression was not evolved for the Bessel target, the feature-based
ﬁtness function was able to evolve more complex behaviour by simply changing the subset
of targeted feature values. Solutions with the best scores were evolved in latter generations.
As a consequence, despite the shrink mutation, they were typically longer expressions con-
taining a signiﬁcant amount of bloat (redundant code). Perhaps a parsimony term added
to the ﬁtness function would help to explore the search space of shorter expressions more
thoroughly.
55Based on the positive results from these experiments, the next step was to apply the
feature-based ﬁtness function to the synthesis of stochastic networks. These experiments
are described in the next chapter.
6.10 Further Work
It would be interesting to investigate how much noise could be tolerated by the GP for
the oscillating and non-oscillating targets when using the feature-based ﬁtness function.
For the Bessel function target, experimenting with the addition of a parsimony term to the
ﬁtness function may help the GP to successfully synthesize the exact target expression.
Ingeneral, becauseofitsrelativelyfastrun-times, symbolicregressionwithaddednoise
could serve as a test-bed for further studies into several aspects of the feature-based ﬁtness
function such as determining a beneﬁcial subset of features and the number of repeated
evaluations to average the ﬁtness over.
6.11 Supporting Documentation
The following supporting materials are provided in the Appendices and on the accompany-
ing DVD:
 full set of features for each target expression
 openBeagle ﬁles tailored for each target expression
 output and log ﬁles for all symbolic regression runs (including openBeagle reports,
if generated)
 ﬁtness function and GP implementation details
 conﬁdence interval calculations
56Chapter 7
Gene Gate Experiments
7.1 Introduction
The next set of experiments involved using GP and the feature-based ﬁtness function to in-
fer GRN behaviour using the stochastic gene gate model described in Section 2.3. Genetic
programming is a well suited machine learning technique to learn this particular model
because the tree structure of its individuals can readily piece together modular components
and produce expressions of variable length.
Varying degrees of model abstraction were applied to the following three targeted gene
gate networks which were which were selected from [7]:
1. Repressilator: An oscillating network in which the rates as well as the targeted ex-
pression are evolved.
2. D016: A non-oscillating network exhibiting irregular, spiky behaviour.
3. D038: A non-oscillating network with noisy behaviour.
These networks offer a variety of stochastic behaviours upon which to study the ef-
fectiveness and versatility of the feature-based ﬁtness function. In this chapter, separate
sections are devoted to detailing the set-up and outcome of each experiment.
7.2 Repressilator
7.2.1 Target Network
The repressilator is a well-known synthetic oscillating network which behaves like a bi-
ological clock. It was described in [17] and stochastically simulated using gene gates in
57[7] and [8]. The repressilator gene network is illustrated in Figure 7.1 (with notation per
Figure 2.2) and is described by the following gene gate expression:
neg(a, b) j neg(b, c) j neg(c,a)
Its behaviour is characterized by alternating cycles of expression of three proteins
present in a system of three gates arranged such that a cascading effect is created when
the product of one gate represses the production of a protein in another (see Section 2.3.3
for further description).
A parameter analysis in [8] identiﬁed constraints on the rates which lead to regular
and unperturbed oscillation. Rates for the target network were selected in accordance with
these constraints and set at  = 0:1,  = 0:0001, r = 100:0, and  = 0:001. Behaviour of
the repressilator network simulated with this set of rates is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.1: Repressilator Gene Gate Network
7.2.2 Fitness Function
Fitness was based on a single channel of information from the SPiM simulation of the
candidate expression. Preferential order of the channel used in the ﬁtness function was
ﬁrst “a”, “b”, then “c”. The duration of each simulation was 2,000,000 time units over
which approximately 1000 data points were recorded. Prior to determining the features
from a simulation, the ﬁrst 5% of the data was ignored to remove initial effects. During
the start-up of a SPiM simulation, there is a “warm-up” period which doesn’t reﬂect the
steady-state behaviour of the model. Except for the calculation of the mean, the time series
was rendered evenly spaced over the remaining points through linear interpolation.
Features from a set of 200 simulations of the target expression were examined and
5 features were selected for use in the evaluation. The features along with their mean,
standard deviation and inverse coefﬁcient of variation are listed in Table 7.2.2.
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Figure 7.2: Typical Repressilator SPiM Simulation
Table 7.1: Repressilator Features used in the Fitness Function a
no. feature average standard inverse coeff.
deviation of variation
1 mean 333.27 20.48 16.3
2 standard deviation 422.09 8.02 52.6
3 serial correlation 10.04 0.36 27.6
4 chaos 0.052 0.005 11.4
5 periodicity 227905 8554 26.6
a increased precision was used in GP runs
For this experiment, feature differences in the ﬁtness function were normalized by the
target feature’s standard deviation. Target values for the features were calculated from the
200 simulations. The ﬁtness score for a candidate expression was set to the average ﬁtness
of 4 SPiM simulations.
7.2.3 GP Function and Terminal Sets
For the repressilator target, the gene gate expression as well as the rates were evolved.
Since the network behaviour depends on the value of the rates relative to each other, one
of the rates,  was ﬁxed at 0.1 (as was done in [8]), and the remaining 3 rates (, r, )
were included in the GP tree. The strongly-typed GP function set is described in Table 7.2.
59Table 7.2: Repressilator GP Functions
function type number of parameter corresponding gene gate
parameters type
root root 2 (gate,rates) root of the tree with 2 branches:
expression, rates
j gate 2 (gate, gate) parallel operator
neg gate 2 (ch, ch) neg gate (see Section 2.3.2)
rates rates 3 (ephemeral UInt, rate holder for (, r, )
ephemeral UInt,
ephemeral UInt)
The root of the tree was of type root whose 2 branches consisted of a gene gate expression
branch and a rate branch.
There was only one terminal type for the gene gate expression, channel with type ch,
which represented a channel and could take on the value of a, b, or c.
Rates were represented by unsigned integer ephemeral constants randomly selected
from the interval [0, 10,000]. The actual rate was determined by a mod operation to obtain
the rate exponent (with base 10). Within the GP, the rates were restricted to the following
ranges:
1. : 10 3;10 4
2. r: 100   105 inclusive
3. : 10 6   100 inclusive
These ranges were selected in order to avoid excessive simulation run-times and were
based on values considered in [8].
7.2.4 Target Expression
Corresponding to this function and terminal set, the target expression was:
neg(a,b) j neg(b, c) j neg(c,a) with rates ( 4, 2 and  3).
The tree, consisting of an expression branch on the left side and a rate branch on the
right, is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Based on this function and terminal set, and a minimum
tree depth of 3, the probability of randomly constructing the target tree is 1
81;648.
60Figure 7.3: Repressilator Target GP Tree
7.2.5 GP Parameters and Settings
Table 7.3 lists parameters used for the repressilator GP runs. A tree with a depth equal to
the minimum initial depth of 3 would contain a single neg gate. Population initialization
used the grow method because the Open BEAGLE software couldn’t construct full trees
for depths greater than the ﬁxed depth of the rate branch of the tree.
7.2.6 GP Software
Similar to the symbolic regression experiments, GP runs were performed on Open BEA-
GLE software [23]. Supplementary code was required to deﬁne the functions, types, and
ﬁtness function in order to customize the system for the gene gate networks. Further im-
plementation details are found in Appendix C.
Typical Run-times
Run times were highly dependent on the computer system, the features in the ﬁtness func-
tion, the number of times the expression was evaluated per ﬁtness score, the GP parameters
(population, maximum generations), and the expressions encountered during the GP run.
For the repressilator target run-times ranged between 2 to 5 days. Most of the run-time
was attributed to the SPiM simulations. Due to these lengthy run-times, the number of runs
performed per conﬁguration was limited to 20.
61Table 7.3: Repressilator GP Parameters
population 200
maximum no. of generations 30
probability of crossover 0.9
probability of standard mutation 0.05
probability of shrink mutation 0.1
probability of reproduction 0.0
elitism none
selection tournament (size 3)
initial population grow
min. initial tree depth 3
max. initial tree depth 6
maximum tree depth 9
prob. crossover point is branch 0.6
max. regenerative depth for mutation 6
max. number of retries 50
duration of SPiM simulation 2,000,000
no. points collected per simulation 1000
no. simulations ﬁtness score averaged over 4
7.2.7 Results
The GP was run 20 times with the parameters set per Table 7.3. As well, 20 baseline
runs were performed in which the tournament size was set to one, such that trees were
subject to mutation and crossover without selection. Median population ﬁtness and best-
of-generation ﬁtness by generation averaged over all the GP runs are shown in Figure 7.4.
As previously mentioned, Blossey et al [8] identiﬁed a set of rate constraints which re-
sult in regular and unperturbed oscillation. Preliminary analyses of the repressilator found
it unable to differentiate between the behaviour of several networks whose rates met these
constraints. Consequently, it could be misleading to judge the success of the GP solely
based on whether the exact target was found or not.
To help assess the results, it was decided to ﬁrst identify a set of rate combinations
whose corresponding ﬁtnesses could not be discerned from those of the exact target. A
series of simulations were performed for several rate combinations which were receiving
favourable scores, and the statistical properties of their ﬁtnesses were determined and com-
pared to that of the target. In all, 9 rate combinations were deemed “indiscernible” from
the target as determined by two sample t-tests with conﬁdence levels exceeding 95% (Ap-
pendix D). A visual summary of this analysis is found in Figure 7.5. In this diagram, the
average ﬁtness for several rate combinations is depicted by a circle, whose diameter is pro-
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Figure 7.4: Repressilator GP Results Averaged over 20 Runs
portional to the average ﬁtness obtained from 200 simulations. In addition to the ﬁtness
values, the behaviour of the 9 rate combinations could also not be visually distinguished
from that of the target rate combination upon examination of their simulation plots.
A comparison of the results between the GP and baseline runs are presented in Ta-
ble 7.4. In this table, the result from each run is grouped into one of the following 4
categories according to their degree of success:
1. Target expression and correct set of rates were found.
2. Target expression was found, but set of rates were off-target. With this rate combina-
tion, ﬁtnesses are indiscernible from the target.
3. Target expression was found, but set of rates were off-target. Fitness was favourable
(<=7), butwiththisratecombination, ﬁtnessesarediscerniblefromthatofthetarget.
4. Target expression was not found or ﬁtness >7.
Note that the average ﬁtness of the target, obtained from 200 simulations, was 2.2 with
a standard deviation of 0.8. As such, any expression with ﬁtness greater than 7 would not
stand out when examining top individuals during any GP run.
7.2.8 Discussion
The results in Table 7.4 do not convincingly demonstrate the abilities of the feature-based
ﬁtness function. The repressilator network was used widely in preliminary studies, where
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Figure 7.5: Average Fitness of Repressilator with Various Rate Combinations
it was concluded that evolving the expression alone, while keeping the rates ﬁxed, was too
simple of a problem. Although adding the rates to be evolved increased the difﬁculty of
the problem, it does not appear to have provided sufﬁcient challenge for the GP, since it
was difﬁcult to discern between the behaviour of several rate combinations and the target.
The combined probability of randomly constructing a solution that lies in either category
1 or 2 is 1
8;165, which is a marked increase from the probability for the exact target, 1
81;648.
This increase in probability rendered the problem too simple considering that a single GP
run evaluates 6,000 individuals in total. Not much more effort beyond one run would be
required to exhaustively enumerate all trees (or even randomly generate trees) until the
target expression was discovered.
As well, the choice of small population size to compensate for the system’s simplicity
may have hindered the performance. A population of 200 is low for a GP, and may not
have offered a large enough pool for the GP operators to perform effectively.
Despite this, positive observations can be made. The ﬁtness function proved capable of
assigning favourable ﬁtnesses to the target network. Only a limited number of expressions
composed of 3 gates, other than the target expression, obtained ﬁtnesses less than 7. Fur-
thermore, the average generation that category 1 and 2 trees were found in the full-ﬂedged
GP runs was 8.1, compared to 15.0 for the baseline runs. Although these values are based
on 7 and 6 runs respectively, it suggests that selection, powered by the feature-based ﬁtness
function, caused the target to be synthesized at a faster rate.
64Table 7.4: Repressilator GP Results
GP baseline
cat. description No. 95% Conﬁd. Avg. No. 95% Conﬁd. Avg.
Runs Interval for Gen. Runs Interval for Gen.
(of 20) Run Success (of 20) Run Success
Rate Rate
1 target expression 2 2%-32% 5.0 2 2%-32% 13.5
and rates found
2 expression found; 5 11%-47% 9.4 3 5%-37% 16.0
ﬁtness indiscernible
from target
3 expression found; 8 22%-61% 12.0 6 14%-52% 9.2
ﬁtness discernible
from target
4 target expression 5 11%-47% – 9 26%-66% –
not found
7.2.9 Further Work
The target repressilator network could be made more challenging by evolving the actual
rate values rather than the exponents. However, a preferable suggestion would be to ﬁnd
a more difﬁcult oscillating gene gate network to target. Such a network would be in a
better position to explore the capabilities of the feature-based ﬁtness function in evolving
oscillating behaviour.
7.2.10 Supporting Documentation
The following supporting documentation is made available in the Appendices or on the
accompanying DVD:
 features for 1 channel over 200 simulations
 probability tree for random generation of the target expression
 statisticswhichdetermined whichratecombinationswere producingsimilarﬁtnesses
 openBeagle ﬁles tailored for the repressilator target
 output and log ﬁles for all repressilator runs (including openBeagle reports, if gener-
ated)
 implementation details for the GP and ﬁtness function
 conﬁdence interval calculations
657.3 D016
7.3.1 Target Network
D016 is a synthetic network which was experimentally identiﬁed in [25] to behave like
a logical NOR gate (in the lac  strain), with inputs deﬁned by two probes referred to as
inducers and with output indicated by a ﬂuorescent signal produced by a protein product
called GFP. This network was stochastically simulated using gene gates in [7], generating
the same logical behaviour exhibited in the experimental results. The D016 network is
illustrated in Figure 7.6 and is described by the following gene gate expression:
negp[TetR, rtr[TetR,aTc]] j negp(LacI, rtr[LacI, IPTG]]
j negp[LacI, tr[lcI]] j negp[lcI, tr[GFP]] j rep [aTc] j rep[IPTG]
Figure 7.6: D016 Gene Gate Network
Note that the “rep” gates are the probing inducers, and rates have been omitted as
parameters since they are ﬁxed at  = 0:1,  = 0:001, r = 1:0,  = 0:01 for TetR, LacI,
LambcI, GFP (the channels), and r = 100:0 for aTc and IPTG (the inducers).
What is curious about this circuit is how the addition of aTc affects GFP production
even though the the gate it represses is seemingly not connected to the elements producing
the GFP. The biological explanation for this behaviour has been discussed, but not deter-
mined [7]. The stochastic gene gate model offers a useful tool for further investigation.
Thiscircuitwasdesignedtobeprobedbytworepressingproteins, aTcandIPTG,which
when applied in a Boolean manner (with either the absence or presence of each inducer)
leads to 4 combinations of inputs. Since there are 4 proteins (channels) in the network and
the application of each of the possible 4 probe combinations changes the behaviour of the
network, a rich set of information is available to base the ﬁtness function on.
Initial experiments found that the ﬁtness function with features taken from two combi-
nations could more deﬁnitively differentiate between the target and near-target expressions,
compared to the single combination without inducers. Consequently, the following 2 of the
66possible 4 combinations of probes were incorporated into the ﬁtness function for this ex-
periment:
1. without inducers
2. with inducer rep[IPTG]
Sample simulations of these combinations are found in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Typical D016 SPiM Simulation
677.3.2 Fitness Function
To determine one ﬁtness value for a candidate expression, 2 SPiM simulations were re-
quired, one for each probe combination incorporated in the ﬁtness function. From these
simulations, 8 time courses of gene expression levels, one from each channel, were avail-
able upon which to obtain the features. The SPiM simulation parameters were set as fol-
lows:
1. without inducers: 500 data points spread over 200,000 time units
2. with the IPTG inducer: 500 data points spread over 100,000 time units
Prior to determining the features from a simulation, the ﬁrst 5% of the data was ignored
to remove initial effects and, except for the calculation of the mean, the time series was
evenly spaced using linear interpolation over the remaining points.
The average (), standard deviation () and inverse coefﬁcient of variation (

) of the
features resulting from a series of 200 simulations of the target expression were examined
and 17 features were selected for use in the ﬁtness function. These features are listed in
Table 7.3.2. Average target feature values used in the ﬁtness function were taken from these
simulations as well.
Forthisparticularexperiment, twodifferentnormalizationapproacheswereconsidered:
normalization by the target feature’s average and normalization by the target feature’s stan-
dard deviation. As well, the number of sets of simulations over which the ﬁtness was
averaged was varied. Two situations were tested: 1 and 4 simulations. In all, 4 sets of GP
runs were carried out.
7.3.3 GP Function and Terminal Sets
For this target, patterns in the negp gates allowed for simpliﬁcation, such that the number of
parameters could be reduced. It was decided to build the transcription factors into the gate,
alongwiththeinducerproteinandtherates. Thisleadtonegpgateswithparameterslimited
to channels only. The resulting strongly-typed GP function set is described in Table 7.6.
The root of each expression was of type gate. There was a single terminal type, ch, which
represented a channel and could take on the values of a, b, c, or d, representing GFP, LacI,
lcI, and TetR respectively.
68Table 7.5: D016 Features used in the Fitness Function a
no. channel feature average standard inverse coeff.
deviation of variation
without inducers
1 GFP mean 20.66 4.29 4.8
2 GFP standard deviation 27.43 2.97 9.2
3 GFP skew 1.40 0.32 4.4
4 GFP serial correlation 2.67 0.51 5.2
5 GFP chaos 0.081 0.006 14.3
6 GFP self-similarity 0.999 0.000 8419.6
7 LacI mean 1.35 0.05 26.1
8 lcI mean 4.00 0.61 6.6
9 lcI standard deviation 5.36 0.80 6.7
10 lcI chaos 0.074 0.005 14.0
11 TetR mean 1.34 0.06 23.9
with IPTG inducer
12 GFP mean 0.012 0.016 0.8
13 LacI standard deviation 0.411 0.019 22.1
14 lcI mean 91.80 1.75 52.4
15 lcI standard deviation 12.11 1.08 11.2
16 lcI chaos 0.079 0.003 31.3
17 TetR mean 1.35 0.07 19.7
a increased precision was used in GP runs
7.3.4 Target Expression
Corresponding to this function and terminal set, the target expression was:
negpe(d) j negpf(b) j neg(b,c) j neg(c,a)
The tree is illustrated in Figure 7.8. The probability of randomly generating this tree
from the speciﬁed function and terminal sets with a minimum tree depth limit of 3 imposed,
is 1
139;810.
7.3.5 GP Parameters and Settings
Table 7.7 lists the parameters used for the D016 GP runs. A minimum initial tree depth of
3 means that all initial trees are composed of at least 2 gates in parallel.
69Table 7.6: D016 GP Functions
function type number of parameter corresponding gene gate
parameters type
j gate 2 (gate,gate) parallel operator
neg gate 2 (ch, ch) neg(a,b) a
negpe gate 1 (ch) negpe(a) = negp(a, rates, rtr(a,aTc)) a
negpf gate 1 (ch) negpf(a) = negp(a, rates, rtr(a,IPTG)) a
a for details on neg and negp gates see Section 2.3.2
Table 7.7: D016 GP Parameters
population 500
maximum no. of generations 30
probability of crossover 0.9
probability of standard mutation 0.05
probability of shrink mutation 0.1
probability of reproduction 0.0
elitism none
selection tournament (size 3)
initial population grow
min. initial tree depth 3
max. initial tree depth 5
maximum tree depth 8
prob. crossover point is branch 0.75
max. regenerative depth for mutation 6
max. number of retries 50
duration of SPiM simulation 200,000 (without inducers)
100,000 (with IPTG inducer)
no. points collected per simulation 500
no. simulations ﬁtness score averaged over 1, 4
70Figure 7.8: D016 Target GP Tree
7.3.6 GP Software
The software used to perform the GP runs was described previously in Section 7.2.6. The
only departure from that section is that the tree for the D016 target contained only the
network expression and not the rates.
Typical Run-times
Run times were highly dependent on the computer system, the features in the ﬁtness func-
tion, the number of times the expression was evaluated per ﬁtness score, the GP parameters
(population, maximum generations), and the expressions encountered during the GP run.
For the D016 target with the ﬁtness averaged over 4 simulations, run-times ranged between
1 and 5 days. Most of the run-time was attributed to the SPiM simulations.
7.3.7 Results
Twenty runs for each of the 4 sets were performed and results are listed in Table 7.8.
Median population ﬁtness and best-of-generation ﬁtness by generation averaged over all
runs are shown in Figure 7.9. Twenty baseline runs with tournament size 1 (as opposed to
3) were also completed. Among the 20 baseline runs, the target expression was constructed
only once. In order to assess the approach to normalization and the effect of the number of
simulations performed for a ﬁtness score, the ﬁtness of the target expression (when found)
and the best-of-run ﬁtness when the target wasn’t found are summarized in Table 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: D016 GP Results Averaged over 20 Runs
72Table 7.8: D016 GP Results
Fitness Number of No. Runs 95% Conﬁd. Average
Function Simulations Target Found Interval for Generation
Normalization Averaged (of 20) the Run Target Found
for Fitness Success Rate
1 average 4 15 53%-89% 19.5
2 average 1 14 48%-86% 22.1
3 std. dev. 4 12 39%-78% 18.9
4 std. dev. 1 15 53%-89% 21.7
baseline — — 1 0%-26% 17
7.3.8 Discussion
The GP algorithm was successful in repetitively evolving the target expression with the
feature-based ﬁtness function. Results from the baseline runs and the random tree proba-
bility analysis conﬁrmed that the target expression was not too simple for the population
size, such that it could have been constructed randomly without the help of the GP opera-
tors. With a population of 500 and 30 generations in each run, 20 GP runs would generate
300,000 individuals. Finding 1 target among 20 baseline runs is judged to be consistent
with the probability analysis which determined a 1 in 140,000 (approximately) chance of
randomly generating the target tree in the initial population.
This experiment considered two approaches to normalization (average versus standard
deviation) and also varied the number of simulations averaged to obtain the ﬁtness score
(one versus four). Because the four combinations each registered successes in such close
proportion, it would require far more runs than the 20 performed here to identify any sig-
niﬁcant statistical difference in the results via a proportional comparison test. However,
a comparison between the ﬁtness scores for the target (when it was found), and the ﬁt-
ness scores for the best-of-run individuals when the target wasn’t found, as compiled in
Table 7.9, is worth examining.
Although the ﬁtness scores are not standardized between the two methods of normal-
ization, the numbers show that there is less overlap between ﬁtness scores of target and
near-target expressions when normalizing by the standard deviation compared to the aver-
age. This indicates that normalizing by the standard deviation is able to more deﬁnitively
distinguish between the target and non-target expressions. Similarly, the same observation
can be made when comparing the number of simulations averaged to obtain the ﬁtness
score for an expression. The scores resulting from 4 simulations have less overlap com-
pared to those obtained from a single simulation, indicating improved differentiation with
73Table 7.9: D016 Fitness Score Comparison
Fitness Number of Target Best-of-run
Function Simulations (when found) (when target not found)
Normalization Averaged for Fitness min. max. median min. max. median
average 4 0.64 1.40 0.89 1.05 6.88 1.10
average 1 0.17 2.8 1.09 0.60 6.23 0.77
std. deviation 4 2.75 5.06 4.00 3.15 39.55 22.00
std. deviation 1 2.95 6.38 3.88 10.64 39.52 21.84
an increased number of simulations. These trends are also conﬁrmed when examining the
list of top-scoring individuals gathered throughout the GP runs. When there is less overlap,
the target expressions tend to appear at the top of the list and consequently stand out among
other expressions which are also receiving favourable scores.
Examination of near target expressions can provide insight into how well the ﬁtness
function is identifying the target behaviour. Two near target expressions were identiﬁed
from the D016 runs which involved normalization by standard deviation and averaging
ﬁtnesses over 4 simulations:
1. Near target #1: neg(d,d) j negpf(b) j neg(b,c) j neg(c,a)
This expression contains 3 of the 4 gates present in the target (neg(d,d) replaced
negpe(d)) and received a score of 3.15 which falls within the range of scores obtained
for the target expression, 2.75 to 5.06 (Table 7.9).
2. Near target #2: negpe(d) j negpf(b) j neg(b,c) j neg(c,a) j negpf(d)
The expression contains all 4 gates in the target, along with one additional gate,
negpf(d). It received a ﬁtness score of 7.54 which falls outside the range of observed
D016 scores.
Simulations of these expressions are found in Figure 7.10 alongside those for the target
expression for comparison purposes. There appears to be no substantial difference between
the behaviour of the 3 expressions. Closer study of the values of the features which con-
tributed to the scores did not reveal any obvious differences between the target and near
target #1. However, a signiﬁcant difference was identiﬁed between the target and near tar-
get #2 for the mean value of the TetR protein in the simulation run without inducers. In fact,
it looked like the increase in ﬁtness experienced by this near target expression can be solely
attributed to this difference. A graph focussing on this protein (Figure 7.11) conﬁrmed the
numbers.
74These observations help to conﬁrm that the feature-based ﬁtness function is capable
of identifying the target behaviour with a sensitivity that can differentiate between small
changes in behaviour.
7.3.9 Further Work
Considering that the population was at the lower limits recommended for the GP algorithm
[50] and that the target expression was found quite frequently, this system could be run with
increased difﬁculty in order to explore the limits of the feature-based ﬁtness function. As a
ﬁrst step, the GP language could be made more sophisticated by increasing the parameters
in the neg gates such that the rates and transcription factors are evolved. For example,
in the next experiment which deals with the D038 network, the transcription factors are
broken out as modular parameters within the neg gate itself.
In addition, it would be interesting to explore the effect of reducing the number of fea-
tures included in the ﬁtness function, to see whether improvements in evaluation efﬁciency
could realized without compromising the GP’s success.
7.3.10 Supporting Documentation
The following supporting documentation is made available in the Appendices or on the
accompanying DVD:
 features for 8 channels over 200 simulations
 SPiM input ﬁle for the target expression
 probability tree for random generation of the target expression
 openBeagle ﬁles tailored for D016
 output and log ﬁles for all D016 runs (including openBeagle reports, if generated)
 implementation details for the GP and ﬁtness function
 conﬁdence interval calculations
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(b) Target with IPTG inducer
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(c) Near target #1 without inducers
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(d) Near target #1 with IPTG inducer
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(e) Near target #2 without inducers
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(f) Near target #2 with IPTG inducer
Figure 7.10: SPiM Simulations of the D016 Target and Near Target Expressions
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Figure 7.11: TetR Levels from SPiM Simulations of the D016 Target and Near Target #2
without Inducers
7.4 D038
7.4.1 Target Network
D038isanothersyntheticnetworkwhichwasdescribedin[25]andstochasticallysimulated
using gene gates in [7]. Similar to D016, this circuit was designed to be probed by two
repressing proteins, aTc and IPTG. In the lac  strain, it behaves like a logical NOT IF
gate marked by appreciable GFP production only when the inducer combination is [with
aTc, without IPTG]. The D038 network is illustrated in Figure 7.12 and is described by the
following gene gate expression:
negp[TetR, 1, rtr[TetR,aTc]] j negp(TetR, 1, rtr[LacI, IPTG]]
j negp[LacI, 2, tr[lcI]] j negp[lcI, 2, tr[GFP]] j rep [aTc] j rep[IPTG]
where 1 = 0:25 and 2 = 1:0
Note that the “rep” gates are the probing inducers, and most rates have been omitted as
parameters since they remain constant for this system at  = 0:1,  = 0:001. r = 1:0 for
TetR, LacI, lcI, GFP (the channels), and r = 100:0 for aTc and IPTG (the inducers).
Preliminary experiments found that the single combination of inducers [with aTc, with-
out IPTG], which produces signiﬁcant levels of GFP, contained sufﬁcient information for
the ﬁtness function to identify the target expression. Behaviour of this network with this
combination of inducers is shown in the sample simulation found in Figure 7.13. Although
not always the case with a stochastic model, a Boolean description can be used to explain
the network behaviour [25]: When aTc is present, TetR levels are low, enabling production
of LacI. This in turn inhibits expression of lcI and allows production of GFP.
77Figure 7.12: D038 Gene Gate Network
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Figure 7.13: Typical D038 SPiM Simulation (with aTc & without IPTG inducers)
7.4.2 Fitness Function
Each candidate expression was simulated in SPiM for 100,000 time units in which approx-
imately 500 data points were recorded for each of the 4 channels. Prior to determining the
features from a simulation, the ﬁrst 5% of the data was removed to eliminate initial effects
and, except for the calculation of the mean, the time series was evenly spaced over the
remaining points using linear interpolation.
Features from a set of 200 simulations of the target expression were examined and 10
features were selected for use in the evaluation. These features, along with their statistical
information, are listed in Table 7.4.2. The average and standard deviations found in this
table were used for the target values required in the ﬁtness function.
For this experiment, feature differences in the ﬁtness function were normalized by the
target feature’s standard deviation. The ﬁtness score for a candidate expression was set as
the average ﬁtness taken over 4 SPiM simulations.
78Table 7.10: D038 Features used in the Fitness Function a
no. channel feature average standard inverse coeff.
deviation of variation
1 GFP mean 62.90 3.99 15.8
2 GFP standard deviation 21.07 1.75 12.0
3 GFP chaos 0.086 0.006 14.6
4 GFP self-similarity 0.999 0.000 13230
5 LacI mean 99.76 1.43 69.7
6 LacI standard deviation 9.88 0.79 12.6
7 LacI chaos 0.091 0.007 13.2
8 LacI self-similarity 0.997 0.001 1932
9 lcI standard deviation 0.988 0.097 10.2
10 TetR standard deviation 0.211 0.020 10.4
a increased precision was used in GP runs
7.4.3 GP Function and Terminal Sets
A more modular and detailed GP language was applied to this target compared to the D016
experiment. Here, the negp gate is used in its general form, and the transcription factors
become parameterized with proteins and nested. The strongly-typed GP function set is
described in Table 7.11. The root was of type gate. A new type, tf, representing a tran-
scription factor was introduced in this function set. As well, an inducer terminal type was
added, resulting in two terminal types:
1. Channel, ch, could take on the value of a, b, c, or d, corresponding to GFP, LacI, lcI,
and TetR respectively
2. Inducer, ind, could take on the value of e or f, corresponding to aTc and IPTG re-
spectively
For every candidate expression throughout the GP run, the rates were ﬁxed per Ta-
ble 7.12.
7.4.4 Target Expression
Corresponding to this function and terminal set, the target expression was:
negp(d, rtr(d,e)) j negp(d, rtr(b,f)) j negp(b,tr(c)) j negp(c,tr(a))
The tree is illustrated in Figure 7.14. The probability of randomly generating this tree
with the speciﬁed function and terminal sets and a minimum tree depth of 4, is 1
2;236;962.
79Table 7.11: D038 GP Functions
function type number of parameter corresponding gene gate
parameters type
j gate 2 (gate,gate) parallel operator
negp gate 2 (ch, tf) negp gate a
rtr tf 2 (ch, ind) repressible transcription factor, rtr(b,e) a
tr tf 1 (ch) transcription factor, tr(b) a
a for details on rtr and tr network elements and negp gates see Section 2.3.2
Table 7.12: D038 Fixed Rates
rate value
production rate,  0.1
inhibition rate,  0.25 for the rtr transcription factor
1.0 for the tr transcription factor
degradation rate,  0.001
channel reaction rate, r 1.0 for TetR, LacI, lcI and GFP
100.0 for aTc and IPTG
Figure 7.14: D038 Target GP Tree
807.4.5 GP Parameters and Settings
Table 7.13 lists parameters used for the D038 GP runs. Parameters were the same as for
D016, except for the initial maximum and minimum tree depths, as well as the maximum
tree depth applicable during the entire run. These changes in depth restrictions reﬂect the
additional level introduced by the nested transcription factors. Similar to D016, the mini-
mum initial tree depth corresponds to a network composed of at least 2 gates in parallel.
Table 7.13: D038 GP Parameters
population 500
maximum no. of generations 30
probability of crossover 0.9
probability of standard mutation 0.05
probability of shrink mutation 0.1
probability of reproduction 0.0
elitism none
selection tournament (size 3)
initial population grow
min. initial tree depth 4
max. initial tree depth 6
maximum tree depth 9
prob. crossover point is branch 0.75
max. regenerative depth for mutation 6
max. number of retries 50
duration of SPiM simulation 100,000
no. points collected per simulation 500
no. simulations ﬁtness score averaged over 4
7.4.6 GP Software
The software used to perform the GP runs was described previously in Section 7.2.6. A
departure from that section is that the tree for the D038 target contained only the network
expression and not the rates. As well, the inducer, rep(aTc), was added in parallel to each
candidate expression prior to the SPiM simulation to model the [with aTc, without IPTG]
combination of input probes.
Typical Run-times
Run times were highly dependent on the computer system, the features in the ﬁtness func-
tion, the number of times the expression was evaluated per ﬁtness score, the GP parameters
81(population, maximum generations), and the expressions encountered during the GP run.
For the D038 target, runs were completed within 1.5 to 4.5 days. Most of the run-time was
attributed to the SPiM simulations.
7.4.7 Results
The target expression was found in 8 of the 20 GP runs which were performed. With 95%
conﬁdence, this corresponds to a success rate between 22% and 61% (Appendix D). On
average, the target expression was identiﬁed in the 21st generation. Median population
ﬁtness and best-of-generation ﬁtness by generation averaged over all runs are shown in
Figure 7.15. Twenty baseline runs with tournament size 1 were also completed. Among
these 20 baseline runs, the target expression was never constructed.
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Figure 7.15: D038 GP Results Averaged over 20 Runs
7.4.8 Discussion
The GP successfully evolved the target expression for D038 in 40% of the runs. This reduc-
tion in proportion of successful runs compared to the D016 experiment can be attributed
to the increased difﬁculty of the target, as reﬂected by the lower probability of randomly
constructing the target tree. These positive results demonstrate the effectiveness and ability
of GP to synthesize networks from the modular gene gate constructs, making use of the
feature-based ﬁtness function to guide the search.
82Table 7.14: D038 Fitness Score Comparison
Fitness
Minimum Maximum Median
Target 2.35 3.83 3.17
(when found)
Best-of-run 2.18 9.53 2.60
(when target not found)
Theﬁtnessfunctionincorporatedasubsetof10featuresfrom4channelsofinformation.
Table 7.14 compares the range and median of ﬁtness scores from the GP runs which did
and did not ﬁnd the target. Upon examination of the table and the list of the top individuals
from successful runs, it is evident that there are expressions other than the target that are
receiving scores comparable to the target. The addition of further features to the ﬁtness
function, perhaps from additional channels could more deﬁnitively distinguish the target
from other expressions. A closer look at the behaviour of these off-target expressions
would indicate which features to add.
As was done for D016, two near target expressions were examined:
1. Near target #1: negp(d, rtr(d,e)) j negp(d, tr(b)) j negp(b,tr(c)) j negp(c,tr(a))
This expression contains 3 of the 4 gates in the target (negp(d, tr(b)) replaced negp(d,
rtr(b,f))) and received a score of 2.34 which was comparable to the range of scores
obtained for the target expression, 2.35 to 3.83 (Table 7.14).
2. Near target #2:
negp(d, rtr(d,e)) j negp(d, rtr(a,e)) j negp(b,rtr(c,f)) j negp(c,rtr(a,f)) j negp(d, tr(b))
The expression contains only 1 gate present in the target (negp(d, rtr(d,e))), and 4
additional gates. It received a ﬁtness score of 9.53 which falls outside the range of
observed D038 scores.
Simulations of these expressions are found in Figure 7.16 alongside those for the target
expression for comparison purposes. There appears to be no visible difference between the
target and near target #1 behaviours, however differences with near target #2’s behaviour is
evident. Closer study of the values of the features which contributed to the scores did not
reveal any obvious differences between the target and near target #1. However, a signiﬁcant
difference was identiﬁed between the target and near target #2 for several features, consis-
tent with the observations, namely in the mean (and somewhat for the standard deviation)
for GFP and in the standard deviations for lcI and TetR.
83As for D016, these observations conﬁrm once again that the feature-based ﬁtness func-
tion is capable of identifying the target behaviour and is showing that the features are
effectively distinguishing between changes in behaviour.
7.4.9 Further Work
Considering that the population size was at the lower limits recommended for the GP al-
gorithm [50] and that the target expression was found several times among the 20 runs,
the ﬁtness function could be further challenged with a more difﬁcult system. For instance,
rates could be added as parameters in the negp gates and evolved.
As previously discussed, further efforts into selecting an alternate subset of features for
use in the ﬁtness function would be beneﬁcial in order to ensure that the target can be more
clearly delineated from other expressions when it is encountered in a run.
7.4.10 Supporting Documentation
The following supporting documentation is made available in the Appendices or on the
accompanying DVD:
 features for 4 channels over 200 simulations
 SPiM input ﬁle for the target expression
 probability tree for random generation of the target expression
 openBeagle ﬁles tailored for D038
 output and log ﬁles for all D038 runs (including openBeagle reports, if generated)
 implementation details for the GP and ﬁtness function
 conﬁdence interval calculations
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(b) Target (lcI and TetR only)
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(c) Near-target #1 (all channels)
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(d) Near-target #1 (lcI and TetR only)]
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Figure 7.16: SPiM Simulations of the D038 Target and Near-Target Expressions
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Discussion
8.1 Effectiveness of the Feature-based Fitness Function
In conjunction with the feature-based ﬁtness function, GP successfully synthesized targeted
expressions exhibiting a variety of behaviours arising from probabilistic GRN networks
and symbolic regression with added noise. The only experiment where it failed to do so
was for the spherical Bessel function, j1. Although the target expression was not evolved
in this case, the GP managed, amid the noise, to produce expressions with oscillating and
attenuatingbehaviour, verysimilartoj1’s. Examinationofneartargetexpressionsobtained
intheD016andD038experimentsalsodemonstratedhowthefeaturescouldcreateaviable
search space. These expressions, which received favourable scores, contained elements of
the targeted expression. When their ﬁtness score was comparable to that of the target
expression, their behaviour and feature values were also very similar. When their ﬁtness
score was a bit off, it could be explained by both the behaviour (sometimes upon closer
scrutiny) and by certain features in the subset.
Considering the success in evolving the desired behaviours and that the GP was run
with rather low population sizes (ranging from 200 to 1000), there is potential for the
feature-based ﬁtness function to tackle more challenging and complex behaviours.
8.2 Fitness Function Design
The following sections discuss aspects of the feature-based ﬁtness function design, in light
of the results obtained from the multiple experiments.
868.2.1 Full Set of Features
Aside from the Bessel function experiment, the comprehensive set of 17 features proved
to be sufﬁcient to identify the target expression. There was always an ample number of
features whose values were relatively stable among several evaluations of the target ex-
pression.
The trend and seasonally adjusted (tsa) characteristics were not selected for any of the
ﬁtness functions, mostly because they tended to be less stable than their counterparts based
on raw data. As well, it was considered redundant to include both the raw and tsa features
in the subset, and the raw feature was perceived to be more reliable.
The adequacy of the full set in these experiments does not preclude considering other
features. There are numerous statistical features available and other measures which may
make sense to include according to the problem at hand. The current set did not include
any multivariate features, which could prove to be very effective when targeting concurrent
signals, such as those encountered in the D016 and D038 experiments.
8.2.2 Selecting Features from the Full Set
The subset of features chosen for the ﬁtness function ranged from 3 to 17 in size. For the
non-oscillating symbolic regression target, 3 features was sufﬁcient to evolve and distinctly
identify the target. For the D016 network, 17 features were used in the ﬁtness function
and preliminary experiments found that 2 network combinations resulting in 8 channels of
information were required to delineate the target expression from others. Ten features from
4 channels were used to target the more complex D038 network. The results from the D038
runs showed that there was overlap between the ﬁtness ranges of the target and near target
expressions.
Although stability amid the noise was the predominant criteria for choosing features
for the ﬁtness function, a more rigorous approach would be beneﬁcial for the performance
and efﬁciency of the search. Identifying the most effective subset falls under Feature Subset
Selection, a topic which has been studied extensively [44]. This selection process need only
be performed once at the beginning of each problem, so it would be a worthwhile effort to
investigate. Natural extensions to feature subset selection include feature weighting within
the ﬁtness function and feature extraction, where basic features are combined via GP to
create a more sophisticated, compound feature. Although these extensions may increase
performance, they would also detract from the practical and easy-to-comprehend nature of
the proposed ﬁtness function.
878.2.3 Fitness Function Formula
A comparison between normalization by average and normalization by standard deviation
carried out in the D016 experiments indicated that the standard deviation approach enabled
the ﬁtness function to more distinctly identify the target expression.
8.2.4 Number of Repeated Evaluations
The D016 experiment showed that a single evaluation was adequate to evolve the target.
However, 4 evaluations increased the ﬁtness function’s ability to more distinctly identify
the target expression. A side study documented in Appendix A performed on the non-
oscillating symbolic regression problem suggested that too many evaluations may be detri-
mental to the search, leading to a reduction in the GP’s performance.
Performing multiple evaluations is considered a rudimentary and inefﬁcient way of
dealing with noise in ﬁtness evaluations [29]. In the gene gate experiments, it was ob-
served that much of the run-time was spent on the SPiM simulations. One idea that would
be easy to implement is to base the score on multiple evaluations only if the ﬁtness of the
ﬁrst evaluation lies below a certain threshold. By doing this, promising expressions would
continue to be evaluated multiple times, while reduced effort would be spent on the eval-
uation of less favourable individuals. Other ways to deal with the uncertainty in ﬁtness
evaluation have been studied [5] [29]. It would be worthwhile to explore this area when
there is a need for increased efﬁciency.
88Chapter 9
Conclusions
A feature-based ﬁtness function was developed to evaluate noisy or stochastic time series
in which the score was calculated as a sum-of-errors from a set of statistical features char-
acterizing the temporal data. The set of features was drawn from a comprehensive set of 17
statistical features, preferring those which exhibited stability amid the noise. This approach
produced a measure which is easy to interpret and implement, and versatile in that it could
be tailored to describe a variety of behaviours.
Withtheuseofthisﬁtnessfunction, ageneticprogrammingsystemsuccessfullyevolved
severaltargetedexpressionsinexperimentsinvolvingsymbolicregressionwithaddednoise,
as well as modular gene regulatory network models based on the stochastic -calculus.
The targeted expressions were of varying complexity and included both oscillating and
non-oscillating behaviour.
Stochastic and noisy behaviour can signiﬁcantly compromise the performance of the
standard ﬁtness function approach, which involves taking the sum-of-errors directly from
the values of the time series. This feature-based ﬁtness function offers an alternative ﬁtness
measure when dealing with systems containing such uncertainties. It can be readily em-
ployed by search and optimization algorithms, providing a tool for scientists to construct
and explore models which incorporate more complex, real-life phenomena.
There is plenty of further work that can be performed to explore the capabilities of this
ﬁtness function and to improve its performance:
 Develop a more rigorous feature subset selection method to identify a suitable set of
features for the ﬁtness function which optimizes its performance.
89 Challenge the ﬁtness function with problems of increased difﬁculty. For the stochas-
tic gene gate model, more sophisticated models containing further biological detail,
such as the delay and reaction rates, could be evolved. Another suggestion is to add
automatically deﬁned functions (ADFs) to the genetic programming system such that
the stochastic -calculus within the gene gates can be evolved concurrently with the
gene gate expressions.
 Consider other features such as multivariate statistics when dealing with concurrent
signals.
 Improvetheefﬁciencyindealing with repeatedevaluationsbyoptimizingthenumber
or implementing shortcuts so that time is not wasted on poorly performing expres-
sions.
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98Appendix A
Study on the Number of Repeated
Evaluations
A.1 Introduction
In many of the symbolic regression and gene gate experiments, candidate expressions were
evaluated 4 times and the average of the 4 resulting ﬁtnesses served as the overall score for
that particular individual. A small study was performed in which the number of repeated
evaluations was varied in order to examine the effect on GP performance. This experiment
was carried out on the symbolic regression non-oscillating expression, x4 + x3 + x2 + x,
with added noise evaluated through the interval [ 1;1]. The GP was run 20 times for the
following number of repeated evaluations: 1, 2, 4, 6, 10.
A.2 Experimental Settings
Onthemostpart, theexperimentfollowedthesameapproachaswastakenfortheSymbolic
Regression experiments described in Chapter 6. The most signiﬁcant departures were that
the targeted feature values were based on those with added noise (as opposed to without
added noise), and 5 features were used in the ﬁtness function (as opposed to 3). The
experimental settings are outlined in the following subsections. Refer to Chapter 6 for
further details.
A.2.1 Added Noise
Gaussian noise, g(0;0:2), was added to each point at which a candidate expression was
evaluated. This level of noise corresponded to 5% of the range of target values within the
99Table A.1: Features used in the Fitness Function
no. feature average a standard inverse coeff.
deviation of variation
1 mean 0.534 0.014 38.2
2 standard deviation 1.122 0.014 79.7
3 skew 1.416 0.040 35.7
4 serial correlation 11.064 0.175 63.2
5 self-similarity 1.000 0.000 23996
a increased precision was used in GP runs
Table A.2: GP Function and Terminal Sets for the Non-Oscillating Target
function set terminal set
+; ;;%; x
sin;cos;exp;ln
interval considered. The target features were also based on the average values over multiple
evaluations of the target expression with this level of noise added.
A.2.2 Fitness Function
Each candidate expression was evaluated at 201 evenly-spaced points over the interval.
After the features were calculated from the resulting set of values, the ﬁtness was calculated
based on equation 5.1 in Section 5.2, normalized by the average target feature values.
The ﬁtness function was based on 5 features (mean, standard deviation, skew, serial
correlation and self-similarity). This subset was chosen by examining the features from 500
evaluations of the target function with noise added. Those with high inverse coefﬁcients of
variation were selected. As well, the target feature values were determined from this set of
500 interpretations. Table A.1 lists the selected features along with their average, standard
deviation and inverse coefﬁcient of variation values with g(0;0:2) added noise.
A.2.3 GP Function and Terminal Sets
The function and terminal sets remained unchanged as listed in Table A.2.
A.2.4 GP Parameters and Settings
The same set of parameter settings were applied. They are reiterated in Table A.3.
100Table A.3: GP Parameters
population 500
maximum no. of generations 20
probability of crossover 0.9
probability of mutation 0.1
probability of reproduction 0.0
elitism none
selection tournament (size 3)
initial population ramped half and half
min. initial tree depth 2
max. initial tree depth 6
maximum tree depth 17
prob. crossover point is branch 0.9
max. regenerative depth 5
for mutation
max. number of retries 50
Table A.4: GP Results
No. of Repeated Number of Runs
Evaluations Target Found (of 20)
1 7
2 7
4 10
6 7
10 3
A.2.5 GP Software
Refer to Section 6.7 for details on the GP software used to perform these runs.
A.3 Results
Twenty runs per conﬁguration were executed and the results are listed in Table A.4. Sup-
porting documentation is included on the accompanying DVD.
101A.4 Discussion
The best performance (10 hits in 20 runs) was obtained when the ﬁtness was averaged
over 4 evaluations. Surprisingly, the number of hits dropped to only 3 in 20 runs when the
number of repeated evaluations was increased to 10.
The conﬁdence interval for comparing these two proportions was determined using the
four plus method which provides accurate results for small samples [47]. The analysis
found, with 95% conﬁdence, that 4 repeated evaluations yields 31.826.4% more hits than
10 repeated evaluations. This calculation is documented in Figure A.1.
These results suggest that increasing the number of repeated evaluations does not nec-
essarily translate to improvements in GP performance, and that some amount of noise may
actually be helping the search. Similar observations have also been discussed in two survey
papers [5] [29].
102population no. repeated sample size count of plus four sample
evaluations successes proportion
1 4 n1 = 20 + 2 = 22 10 + 1 = 11 ^ p1 = 11=22
2 10 n2 = 20 + 2 = 22 3 + 1 = 4 ^ p2 = 4=22
standard error SE =
s
^ p1 (1   ^ p1)
n1
+
^ p2 (1   ^ p2)
n2
=
s 
11
22
 
11
22

22
+
 
4
22
 
18
22

22
= 0:1346
plus four 95% conﬁdence interval is (^ p1   ^ p2)  z
SE
=

11
22
 
4
22

 (1:960)(0:1346)
= 0:318  0:264
= 0:054 to 0:582
where z
 is the critical value
of the standard Normal distribution
corresponding to a 95% conﬁdence level
With 95% conﬁdence, the difference in proportions, (p1   p2), is 5.4% to 58.2%
where p1 is the proportion of hits among runs with 4 repeated evaluations
and p2 is the proportion of hits among runs with 10 repeated evaluations
Figure A.1: Plus Four Conﬁdence Interval Calculation
103Appendix B
Supporting Documentation for the Gene
Gate Experiments
B.1 Probability Trees
Given the GP function and terminal sets, along with the minimum initial tree depth, the
probability of randomly constructing the target expression in the initial population was
determined. This section documents the calculations for the three targeted gene gate ex-
pressions.
B.1.1 Repressilator
The GP function and terminal sets described in Table 7.2 are reiterated below in a slightly
different format (with rates expressed as powers of 10):
root Ô (gate, rates)
rates Ô (, r, )
gate Ô j or neg
j Ô (gate, gate)
neg Ô (ch, ch)
ch Ô a or b or c
 Ô -3 or -4
r Ô 0 or 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5
 Ô -6 or -5 or -4 or -3 or -2 or -1 or 0
104Based on these sets, the repressilator target expression and rates were as follows:
neg(a,b) j neg(b, c) j neg(c,a) with rates ( 4, 2 and  3).
A minimum initial tree depth of 3 (Table 7.3) corresponds to a minimum of a single
neg gate in the expression. The probability of obtaining the expression branch of the target
tree is depicted in Figure B.1. The probability of obtaining the rate branch of the target tree
is determined in Figure B.2.
Combining the probabilities determined in Figures B.1 and B.2, yields the following
overall probabilities for the following categories per Section 7.2.7:
1. Category 1: Target expression and correct set of rates
probability = 1
972  1
84 = 1
81;648
2. Category 2: Target expression found, set of rates are off-target, but ﬁtnesses are
indiscernible from the target
probability = 1
972  9
84 = 1
9;072
3. Categories 1 and 2 Combined
probability = 1
972  10
84  1
8;165
105Figure B.1: Probability of Obtaining the Repressilator Expression Branch
106Figure B.2: Probability of Obtaining the Repressilator Rate Branch
B.1.2 D016
The GP function and terminal sets described in Table 7.6 are reiterated below in a slightly
different format:
root Ô gate
gate Ô j or neg or negpe or negpf
j Ô (gate, gate)
neg Ô (ch, ch)
negpe Ô ch
negpf Ô ch
ch Ô a or b or c or d
Based these sets, the D016 target expression was as follows:
negpe(d) j negpf(b) j neg(b,c) j neg(c,a)
A minimum initial tree depth of 3 (Table 7.7) corresponds to a minimum of a two
neg(pe=pf) gates in the expression. The probability of obtaining the target tree is 1
139;810
as determined in Figures B.3 and B.4.
107Figure B.3: Probability of Obtaining the D016 Target Tree (Part 1)
108Figure B.4: Probability of Obtaining the D016 Target Tree (Part 2)
109B.1.3 D038
The GP function and terminal sets described in Table 7.11 are reiterated below in a slightly
different format:
root Ô gate
gate Ô j or negp
j Ô (gate, gate)
negp Ô (ch, tf)
tf Ô rtr or tr
rtr Ô (ch, ind)
tr Ô (ch)
ch Ô a or b or c or d
ind Ô e or f
Based on these sets, the D038 target expression was as follows:
negp(d, rtr(d,e)) j negp(d, rtr(b,f)) j negp(b,tr(c)) j negp(c,tr(a))
A minimum initial tree depth of 4 (Table 7.13) corresponds to a minimum of a two negp
gates in the expression. The probability of obtaining the target tree is 1
2;236;962 as calculated
in Figure B.5.
110Figure B.5: Probability of Obtaining the D038 Target Tree
111B.2 SPiM Input Files for the Target Expressions
B.2.1 Repressilator
directive sample 2000000.0 1000 
directive plot !a as "a" 
val e=0.1 
val d=0.000100 
val r=100.0000 
val h=0.00100 
new a @ r: chan 
new b @ r: chan 
new c @ r: chan 
let tr(b:chan) =  
  do !b; tr(b) 
  or delay@d  
let neg(a:chan, b:chan) = 
  do delay@e; (tr(b) | neg(a,b)) 
  or ?a; neg_(a,b) 
and neg_(a:chan,b:chan) = delay@h; neg(a,b) 
run(neg(a,b)|neg(b,c)|neg(c,a)) 
 
112B.2.2 D016
Without Inducers
(* Simulation time, samples, and plotting *) 
directive sample 200000.0 500 
directive plot !a as "a"; !b as “b”; !c as “c”; !d as “d” 
 
(*rates*) 
val dr = 0.001 
val er = 0.1 
val hr = 0.01 
 
(* Transcription factor *) 
let tr(b:chan()) = 
do !b; tr(b) 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressible transcription factor *) 
let rtr(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do !a; rtr(a, b) 
or !b 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressor *) 
let rep(r:chan()) = 
?r; rep(r) 
 
(* Neg gate *) 
let neg(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do ?a; delay@hr; neg(a,b) 
or delay@er; (tr(b) | neg(a,b)) 
 
(* Negp gate *) 
let negp(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do ?a; delay@hr; negp(a,b) 
or delay@er; (rtr(a,b) | negp(a,b)) 
 
(* Wiring *) 
new a @1.0: chan() (* GFP protein *) 
new b @1.0: chan() (* LacI protein *) 
new c @1.0: chan() (* lcI protein *) 
new d @1.0: chan() (* TetR protein *) 
new e @100.0: chan() (* aTc inducer *) 
new f @100.0: chan() (* IPTG inducer *) 
 
run ( negp(d,e) | negp(b,f) | neg(b,c) | neg(c,a) ) 
 
 
113With IPTG Inducer
(* Simulation time, samples, and plotting *) 
directive sample 100000.0 500 
directive plot !a as "a"; !b as “b”; !c as “c”; !d as “d” 
 
(*rates*) 
val dr = 0.001 
val er = 0.1 
val hr = 0.01 
 
(* Transcription factor *) 
let tr(b:chan()) = 
do !b; tr(b) 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressible transcription factor *) 
let rtr(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do !a; rtr(a, b) 
or !b 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressor *) 
let rep(r:chan()) = 
?r; rep(r) 
 
(* Neg gate *) 
let neg(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do ?a; delay@hr; neg(a,b) 
or delay@er; (tr(b) | neg(a,b)) 
 
(* Negp gate *) 
let negp(a:chan(), b:chan()) = 
do ?a; delay@hr; negp(a,b) 
or delay@er; (rtr(a,b) | negp(a,b)) 
 
(* Wiring *) 
new a @1.0: chan() (* GFP protein *) 
new b @1.0: chan() (* LacI protein *) 
new c @1.0: chan() (* lcI protein *) 
new d @1.0: chan() (* TetR protein *) 
new e @100.0: chan() (* aTc inducer *) 
new f @100.0: chan() (* IPTG inducer *) 
 
run (negp(d,e) | negp(b,f) | neg(b,c) | neg(c,a) | rep(f)) 
 
 
114B.2.3 D038
(* Simulation time, samples, and plotting *) 
directive sample 100000.0 500 
directive plot !a as "a"; !b as "b"; !c as "c"; !d as "d" 
 
(* Degradation rate *) 
val dr = 0.001 
 
(* Transcription factor *) 
let tr(b:chan()) = 
do !b; tr(b) 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressible transcription factor *) 
let rtr(b:chan(), r:chan()) = 
do !b; rtr(b,r) 
or !r 
or delay@dr 
 
(* Repressor *) 
let rep(r:chan()) = 
?r; rep(r) 
 
(* Negp gate *) 
let negp(a:chan(), p:proc(), (er:float, hr:float)) = 
do ?a; delay@hr; negp(a,p, (er,hr)) 
or delay@er; (p() | negp(a, p, (er,hr))) 
 
(* Wiring *) 
new a @1.0: chan() (* GFP protein *) 
new b @1.0: chan() (* LacI protein *) 
new c @1.0: chan() (* lcI protein *) 
new d @1.0: chan() (* TetR protein *) 
new e @100.0: chan() (* aTc inducer *) 
new f @100.0: chan() (* IPTG inducer *) 
 
(* Auxiliary definitions: negp products *) 
let rtrae() = rtr(a,e) 
let rtraf() = rtr(a,f) 
let rtrbe() = rtr(b,e) 
let rtrbf() = rtr(b,f) 
let rtrce() = rtr(c,e) 
let rtrcf() = rtr(c,f) 
let rtrde() = rtr(d,e) 
let rtrdf() = rtr(d,f) 
 
let tra() = tr(a) 
let trb() = tr(b) 
let trc() = tr(c) 
let trd() = tr(d) 
 
(* D038 Circuit *) 
val r1 = (0.1, 0.25) (* rtr production and inhibition rates *) 
val r2 = (0.1, 1.0) (* tr production and inhibition rates *) 
 
run 
( negp(d,rtrde,r1) | negp(d,rtrbf,r1) | negp(b,trc,r2) | negp(c,tra,r2)      
| rep(e) ) 
 
 
 
 
115B.3 Repressilator: Determination of the “Indiscernible”
Rate Combinations
This section documents the data and statistical tests which identiﬁed the 9 “indiscernible”
rate combinations for the repressilator target. These rate combinations were deemed ”in-
discernible” because their ﬁtnesses could not be distinguished from those of the target set
of rates.
B.3.1 Data
In conjunction with the target expression, neg(a;b) j neg(b;c) j neg(c;a), 200 simulations
were performed for each rate combination which typically received ﬁtness scores below 7.
The average and standard deviation of the resulting scores are found in Table B.1.
Table B.1: Fitness Statistics for Repressilator Rate Combinations
  r   avg. fitness std. dev. test statistic, t
target -4 2 -3 2.182996 0.794591 ---
indiscernible -4 4 -2 2.034028 0.742490 1.937
-4 5 -3 2.056659 0.763074 1.622
-4 3 -3 2.104634 0.838339 0.959
-4 3 -2 2.115993 0.928780 0.775
-4 4 -1 2.184693 0.832478 -0.021
-4 4 -3 2.187037 0.818736 -0.050
-4 1 -3 2.208290 0.865552 -0.304
-4 5 -2 2.250351 0.871066 -0.808
-4 5 -1 2.285047 0.874062 -1.222
discernible -4 2 -2 2.447590 0.912708 -3.092
-4 3 -1 2.560408 0.959892 -4.283
-4 5 0 3.165100 1.166068 -9.843
-4 4 0 3.309882 1.083719 -11.859
-4 0 -4 4.036522 1.474576 -15.649
-4 5 -4 4.302437 1.563078 -17.094
-4 1 -4 4.453242 1.501185 -18.903
-4 4 -4 4.520014 1.412630 -20.392
-4 3 -4 4.522555 1.528296 -19.208
-4 2 -4 4.549031 1.525407 -19.454
-4 2 -1 5.842015 1.768171 -26.694
-4 1 -2 5.853329 1.720617 -27.388
-4 0 -3 6.009476 1.744902 -28.224
-4 3 0 6.662919 1.597237 -35.514
B.3.2 Statistical Tests
The test statistic, t, for the two sample t-test between the target and each rate combination
can be found in the far right column of Table B.1. This statistic was calculated according
to the following formula:
116t =
 x1    x2 q
s2
1
n1 +
s2
2
n2
where subscript 1 refers to the target
subscript 2 refers to the rate combination being compared to the target
 x is the average ﬁtness
s is the standard deviation of the ﬁtness
n is the sample size
Based on this sample size, there are (200   1) = 199 degrees of freedom. The critical
values, t, for 100 degrees of freedom from the t distribution chart for the corresponding
two-sided conﬁdence levels are as follows:
conﬁdence level 90% 95% 99% 99.5% 99.8%
t 1.660 1.984 2.626 2.871 3.174
Withahighlevelofconﬁdence, anyratecombinationwithateststatisticwhoseabsolute
value exceeds 3 is considered “discernible” from the target. The remaining 9 combinations
are deemed “indiscernible”.
Tovalidatetheuseofthetwosamplet-test, histogramsillustratingthedistributionofthe
200 sample ﬁtnesses were drawn up (Figure B.6) for the target and the 2 rate combinations
on either side of the “discernible” dividing line.
In all cases, the distribution can be described as skewed with no strong outliers. The fol-
lowing are guidelines which address non-normal distributions as recommended by Moore
[47] in order to legitimately perform the two-sample t-test:
 Although the method is based on normally distributed populations, it is adequate for
the distributions to have similar shapes and no strong outliers.
 If the distributions have different shapes, then larger samples are required.
 If the distributions are clearly skewed, use a sum of the sample sizes  40.
Considering the above recommendations and the shape of the histograms, it is felt that
the larger sample size of 200 is adequate to justify the use of the two sample t-test for these
samples.
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Figure B.6: Histograms Depicting Fitness Distributions
118Appendix C
Implementation Details
C.1 Introduction
This Appendix contains implementation details related to the ﬁtness function and GP. Files
containing the actual code can be found on the accompanying DVD.
C.2 Fitness Function
Features were determined through C code, R code or by calling methods from the R library.
R [52] is an open source system and language which performs statistical computation.
R was compiled into a shared library, so that the R code and methods could be readily
and efﬁciently called from C. Table C.1 summarizes the type of code used to calculate
each feature. Decomposition of the time series was performed using a combination of
R packages, car and stats, along with supplementary R code. The following subsections
specify the particular R methods used where applicable.
C.2.1 Non-linearity
Ter¨ asvirta’s neural network test [62] was used to quantify non-linearity. The value of the
test statistic as calculated by terasvirta:test, a method in R package, tseries [21], was
selected for the measure. The tseries package depended on R packages, quadprog [65] and
zoo [70].
119Table C.1: Code Used for Calculating Features
1. mean C code
2. standard deviation C code
3. skew C code
4. kurtosis C code
5. serial correlation C code
6. non-linearity R package: tseries
7. chaos C code
8. self-similarity R package: fracdiff
9. periodicity built-in R package: stats
and supplementary R code
10. mean (tsa) C code
11. standard deviation (tsa) C code
12. skew (tsa) C code
13. kurtosis (tsa) C code
14. serial correlation (tsa) C code
15. non-linearity (tsa) R package: tseries
16. trend R code
17. seasonality R code
C.2.2 Self-similarity
The fracdiff method from the R package, fracdiff [64], was used to obtain the value of d
for the Hurst exponent.
C.2.3 Periodicity
The trend was removed from the time series using the smooth:spline method (with spar =
1) from R’s built-in stats package [52].
The auto correlation function was determined using the acf method from R’s built-in
stats package [52].
C.2.4 Trend and Seasonally Adjusted Features
Decomposition of the time series was performed with the help of several R methods:
1. Box-Cox transformation used method box:cox from R package, car [20].
2. If periodicity was detected (number of intervals > 1), then decompostion was per-
formed by the STL method using method stl from the built-in R package, stats.
1203. If periodicity was not detected, then decomposition was performed by ﬁtting a cubic
smoothing spline to extract the seasonal component using method smooth:spline
from the built-in R package, stats.
4. The Shapiro-Wilk statistic was obtained using method shapiro:test, again from the
built-in R package, stats.
C.3 GP
GP runs were performed on Open BEAGLE software [23], a C++, object-oriented, generic
framework for performing Evolutionary Computation. It supports tree-based, strongly-
typed genetic programming. Aside from deﬁning the function and terminal sets, most
of the supplementary code required to customize the system for each problem involved
the ﬁtness function. This section ﬁrst provides implementation details for the symbolic
regression experiments, followed by those for the gene gate experiments.
C.3.1 Symbolic Regression Experiments
Function and Terminal Sets
Functions and types pre-deﬁned by Open BEAGLE were used for these experiments.
Fitness Function Code
Calculation of the ﬁtness score for the feature-based ﬁtness function can be divided into 3
steps:
1. Obtain the “Time Series”
Through Open BEAGLE, the expression was directly evaluated as the tree was tra-
versed for the data points within the interval, resulting in an evenly-spaced set of
(x;y) values, analogous to a time series. If the experiment involved added noise, it
was incorporated in this step.
2. Determine the Features
The subset of features which was chosen for use in the ﬁtness function was then
calculated per Section C.2.
1213. Calculate the Fitness Score
With the calculated features, the ﬁtness was then determined using equation 5.1 (Sec-
tion 5.2). Target feature values were determined prior to the run and hard-coded into
the program.
C.3.2 Gene Gate Experiments
Functions, Terminals and Types
Functions were set up so that they returned a string which could be concatenated together
to form the network expression. Terminals and types built into Open BEAGLE were used
as much as possible, though custom types were set up as required to maintain the strong-
typing.
Fitness Function Code
Calculation of the ﬁtness score can be divided into 3 steps:
1. Obtain the Time Series
In Open BEAGLE, evaluation of an individual resulted in a string containing the
network expression and rates. This string was passed to some C code which con-
structed an input ﬁle for the SPiM simulator. A C system call then invoked SPiM
(compiled ocaml code) [49] to perform the simulation. SPiM wrote the simulation
results, containing a time course of protein expression levels, to an output ﬁle. An
example SPiM input ﬁle is found in Figure C.1.
2. Determine the Features
For each simulation performed on a candidate expression, C code ﬁrst read in the
time series from the SPiM output ﬁle. The subset of features which was chosen for
use in the ﬁtness function was then calculated per Section C.2.
3. Calculate the Fitness Score
For each set of calculated features, the ﬁtness was then determined using equation 5.1
and averaged over the speciﬁed number of simulations in order to obtain the overall
ﬁtness score.
122directive sample 2000000.0 1000 
directive plot !a as "a" 
val e=0.1 
val d=0.000100 
val r=1.000000 
val h=0.000100 
new a @ r: chan 
new b @ r: chan 
new c @ r: chan 
let tr(b:chan) =  
  do !b; tr(b) 
  or delay@d  
let neg(a:chan, b:chan) = 
  do delay@e; (tr(b) | neg(a,b)) 
  or ?a; neg_(a,b) 
and neg_(a:chan,b:chan) = delay@h; neg(a,b) 
run(neg(b,c)|neg(c,a)|neg(c,c)|neg(b,a)) 
 
Figure C.1: Sample SPiM Input File for the Repressilator
123Appendix D
Conﬁdence Interval Calculations
D.1 Introduction
Conﬁdence intervals for run success rates were determined using the four plus method
which provides accurate results for small samples [47]. The analysis was performed for
sample sizes of 10 and 20 at a 95% conﬁdence level.
D.2 Four Plus Conﬁdence Interval Method
The basic method to calculate the conﬁdence interval for a population proportion is accu-
rate only for large samples. Moore [47] recommends using the plus four interval method
instead. This approach is appropriate for a conﬁdence level of 90% or higher and a sample
size of at least 10.
According to the four plus method, the C% conﬁdence interval for a large population’s
proportion of successes is:
~ p  z

r
~ p(1   ~ p)
n + 4
where ~ p =
count of successes in the sample + 2
n + 4
n is sample size
z
 is the critical value for the standard Normal density curve
with area C between   z
 and z

124D.3 Results
The 95% conﬁdence intervals (z = 1:960) for sample sizes of 10 and 20 are found in
Tables D.1 and D.2 respectively. Intervals are expressed as a percentage (of success).
Table D.1: 95% Conﬁdence Intervals for a Sample Size of 10
success lower bound upper bound
count (% success) (% success)
0 0 33
1 0 43
2 5 52
3 11 61
4 17 69
5 24 76
6 31 83
7 39 89
8 48 95
9 57 100
10 67 100
125Table D.2: 95% Conﬁdence Intervals for a Sample Size of 20
success lower bound upper bound
count (% success) (% success)
0 0 19
1 0 26
2 2 32
3 5 37
4 8 42
5 11 47
6 14 52
7 18 57
8 22 61
9 26 66
10 30 70
11 34 74
12 39 78
13 43 82
14 48 86
15 53 89
16 58 92
17 63 95
18 68 98
19 74 100
20 81 100
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